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Abstract:  

This document presents deliverable “D3.15 Proactive approaches for secure software development”. 

The document demonstrates how a set of assets developed within CyberSec4Europe can be used to 

address security challenges in the lifecycle of software. The demonstrated assets were identified and 

developed to address research problems being currently investigated by research groups within 

CyberSec4Europe, as well as from cybersecurity issues and requirements identified in selected sectors 

and demonstrators under study in CyberSec4Europe. The document describes a common scenario from 

the sector of smart cities and shows how the general framework of CyberSec4Europe can be applied in 

the scenario with the support of specialized assets. The assets are then presented and demonstrated in 

specific parts of the scenario. Accompanying videos for each asset can be found on the project’s 

YouTube channel.1 
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sole risk and liability. 

 

 
1 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSAJ78frZjdUTooAC4t6Wuw 
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Executive Summary 

Task 3.3 “Software Development Lifecycle” of CyberSec4Europe has as one of its main goals to identify 

research challenges, requirements and approaches in all stages of the lifecycle of software. Deliverable 

“D3.9 Research Challenges and Requirements for Secure Software Development” [D3.9] presented a 

set of research challenges and requirements related to privacy and security aspects in the lifecycle of 

software, together with a set of promising approaches, possibly supported by assets, to address them. 

This document presents deliverable “D3.15: Proactive approaches for secure software development”, 

which aims at demonstrating the assets that were developed to support the aforementioned approaches 

on a common scenario. All in all, this demonstrator shows how security and privacy aspects in the 

lifecycle of software can be effectively and proactively addressed with the support of automated 

instruments.  

The scenario of the demonstrator is a motivating story inspired by the demonstration cases [D5.1] under 

study in CyberSec4Europe. In particular, the demonstration focuses on the Smart Cities environment, 

especially in the notion of Cloud-based IoT applications that receive, analyze, and manage data in real-

time to help municipalities, businesses, and citizens make decisions that improve the quality of life. 

Citizens engage with smart city ecosystems in a variety of ways, using smartphones and mobile devices. 

Pairing devices and data with a city's infrastructure and physical services can reduce costs and improve 

sustainability. Communities can improve energy distribution, optimize garbage collection, reduce traffic 

congestion, and even improve air quality with the help of the IoT. All these challenges require software 

techniques that allow improving the overall security of the devices. 

Content of the deliverable. The document presents a total of 13 assets to support different activities in 

the lifecycle of software. Each asset is demonstrated in a specific part of a common smart-cities scenario. 

This is explained in detail in Section 2. The figure below provides an overview of the presented assets 

and a brief description of their role in the demonstrator.   

 

CyberSec4Europe T3.3 assets interact to protect the smart-cities data lake 

https://cybersec4europe.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/CS4E-D3.9-Research-challenges-and-requirements-for-secure-software-development-v1.1-Submitted.pdf
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In Section 3, each asset has a specific description providing a general overview of the asset, a 

demonstration showing how the asset can be effectively applied in the smart cities scenario, a summary 

of the research challenges addressed by the asset and a description of future research opportunities. 

Companion videos for each asset can be found on the YouTube channel of the project.2 

  

 
2 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSAJ78frZjdUTooAC4t6Wuw 
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1 Introduction 

Software is at the core of all infrastructures, services, and products that sustain the society. Current 

approaches to software development prioritize fast deployment over security, which often results in 

insecure technologies where vulnerabilities are discovered too late. This can cause expensive costs or 

even irreparable damage. Software must be developed with proactive security- and privacy-by-design 

methodologies that consider security and privacy as part of the blueprint in all phases of its lifecycle, 

from conception, design and realisation, to deployment, operation and decommissioning. In addition, 

security and privacy regulations change frequently, software is subject to continuous updates, and the 

threat landscape evolves rapidly. As a consequence, a software system that is deemed secure and 

privacy-respecting today, may not live up to its security and privacy guarantees tomorrow. Security and 

privacy goals must be considered from the foundation of software systems and must be assessed 

continuously through their entire lifecycle, also after deployment and even after decommissioning. Such 

assessments can be expensive, time-demanding and unreliable unless they are supported by effective, 

automated tools to verify, measure, assess and monitor security and privacy properties, risks and 

vulnerabilities along the entire lifecycle of software.  

Deliverable “D3.9 Research Challenges and Requirements for Secure Software Development” [D3.9] 

presented a set of research challenges and requirements related to privacy and security aspects in the 

lifecycle of software, together with a set of promising approaches, supported by assets, to address those 

challenges in an innovative way with respect to the state of the art. In this deliverable, we will focus on 

a set of assets (tools) identified in D3.9 that we demonstrate using a common scenario.  In particular, 

the identified challenges and developed assets that we focus3 on here are: 

• Challenge 1 - Assessing Security and Privacy Through the Life Cycle – PVS. 

• Challenge 2 - Assessing Privacy Properties of Complex Systems -Pleak.  

• Challenge 3 - Privacy protection and User Empowerment in IoT: Sobek.  

• Challenge 4 - Securing Unsafe and Legacy Software: Hermes and VTPin.  

• Challenge 5: Protecting Leaked Credentials: HoneyGen and modssl-hmac.  

• Challenge 6: Secure Access Control in Heterogeneous Systems: SYSVER.  

• Challenge 7: Manageable and Understandable Security Engineering: SEMCO and PVS.  

• Challenge 8: Unreliable Risk Estimates: Coras, Bowtieplus and RisQFlan. 

• Challenge 9: Automated and Verified Network Security Configuration in Highly Dynamic 

Environments: VEREFOO. 

Here we will demonstrate the utility of each asset on a common scenario. In particular, the smart-city 

scenario was chosen after a careful discussion with all partners to ensure a reliable and relevant use case. 

The relevance can be seen, for example, in the WP5 in deliverable D5.3 [Asd19]. The demonstration of 

each asset also includes a short summary of its innovative aspects. A detailed account of the challenges 

and the related state of the art that motivated the need of developing those assets can be found in D3.9. 

 
3 The remaining challenges 10 and 11 on “Scalable and Private Industrial Blockchain” and “Scaling TEEs for 

Cloud Applications” are not included here since the corresponding research approaches and assets have been 

demonstrated in T5.2 deliverables (e.g. D5.4). 

 

https://cybersec4europe.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/CS4E-D3.9-Research-challenges-and-requirements-for-secure-software-development-v1.1-Submitted.pdf
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This document also includes information about how the assets have improved during the project, for 

example, evolving from a theoretical concept to a functional proof-of-concept solution that can be 

adapted to multiple scenarios. 

Figure 1 (introduced in Section 4.3 of D3.1 [Saa10]), illustrates the global architecture of 

CyberSec4Europe and defines WP3 tasks building blocks of the architecture. For Task T3.3 on secure 

software lifecycle focuses mainly on the following components. 

● Policy-based Security Management: Policy-based security management can help define the 

security policies based on different security requirements and various conditions at the 

administration plane. 

● Security Modelling: Security modelling helps build a proper model for different security levels 

in order to ensure the software development is headed in the correct direction. 

● Risk Analysis/Assessment: At the intelligence plane, risk modelling and analysis/assessment 

modelling to model and analyse the risk levels for different scenarios and assess the risk/threat 

levels. This is a very important step to determine the appropriate security policies from the 

administration plane. 

● Certification Security Product and Security Enforcement: At the control and management 

plane, there is a need to enforce the security of the developed products (security enforcement). 

Certification is a common means used to validate whether a product has proper security levels 

in the industry (certification security products).  

● Smart Security/Privacy-preservation tools: In the managed domain, security/privacy-

preservation tools can ensure the privacy of participating entities and encourage more entities 

to share their data during the whole software development lifecycle. 

 

Table 1 provides a more detailed mapping of the assets, which that we present in this deliverable, to the 

building blocks of the CyberSec4Europe global architecture (Figure 1). It also identifies the main 

partners responsible for the development of the asset. 

The differences between each asset on the same build block will be demonstrated with the scenario from 

Section 2.  
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 Administrative 

Plane 

Intelligence 

Plane 

Control and 

 Management Plane 

Management 

Domain 

Assets Partner Policy-based 

Security 

Management 

Security 

Modelling 

 

Risk 

Analysis / 

Assessment 

 

Certification 

Security 

Products 

 

Security 

Enforcement 

 

Smart Security 

/ Privacy-

preserving 

tools 

RisQFlan DTU   X    

BowTiePlus SINTEF   X    

CORAS SINTEF   X    

PVS DTU    X   

Pleak CYBER      X 

SEMCO IRIT  X     

HERMES C3P     X  

Sobek C3P     X  

SYSVER CNR X      

VEREFOO POLITO X      

modssl-

hmac 

UCY 
    X  

vtpin UCY     X  

HoneyGen UCY     X  

     Table 1: Partners and assets split by secure software development components of CyberSec4Europe 
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2 Scenario 

The IoT (Internet of Things) allows everyday objects (equipped with computational and communicative 

capacity) to connect to the Internet. The “things'' can exchange data with each other and with the Internet, 

and automatically connect and communicate with multiple devices, even without human interaction. A 

data lake of smart-cities is a collection of all the information available in the smart-cities containing 

structured and unstructured data at any scale. We can see the city as a Distributed Data Lake where 

instead of having a single server containing information, we have multiple devices containing pieces of 

information that are spread over several nodes interconnected to perform simple tasks and give 

information to users and institutions connected with the city. 

IoT applications demand platforms that facilitate their development process. Secure. Secure software 

development is paramount if we consider the heterogeneous ecosystem of a traditional smart-cities 

platform. Smart cities need software solutions to improve city security solutions to improve the user 

protection against data losses. Sensors, networks, and applications are used to collect relevant data, such 

as traffic congestion, energy use, and air quality. This data can be used to improve city services. An 

example of an initiative that brings this concept to bear is the optimization of traffic lights that can 

monitor and collect traffic data so that when faced with major congestion, the system can manage the 

signalization better, causing the traffic jam to decrease. 

Cloud-based IoT applications receive, analyse and manage data in real-time to help municipalities, 

businesses, and citizens make decisions that improve the quality of life. Citizens engage with smart city 

ecosystems in a variety of ways, using smartphones and mobile devices, as well as connected 

transportation and homes. Pairing devices and data with a city's infrastructure and physical services can 

reduce costs and improve sustainability. Communities can improve energy distribution, optimize 

garbage collection, reduce traffic congestion and even improve air quality with the help of the IoT. Also, 

the improvements of signal quality with 5G deployment over the city increases the number of scenarios 

where sensors will be connected between them, servers and users to a new level with virtual reality 

solutions and a real-time stream of information.  

A smart city can be seen as a distributed data lake of information where multiple devices collect and 

store data ready to be queried by external parties. In the context of a smart city, we introduce a set of 

tools that allow us to prevent failures in software development or to give extra protection regarding the 

identification of problematic risks, and ensure that the user retains control over the shared data. The 

main categories adopted in this scenario focus on security enforcement, certifications of security 

products, smart security-/privacy-preserving tools, risk analysis/assessment, security modelling, and 

Policy-policy based security management. 

 

In this demonstrator scenario, we consider a smart city platform designed according to the 

CyberSec4Europe global architecture, and we focus on all the relevant secure software development 

activities. To demonstrate the asset-supported proactive approaches for secure software development 

developed in T3.3, we will show how each of the assets can be applied to the scenario, as shown in 

Figure 2. The Figure 2 contains a high-level diagram of possible communications patterns in blue, where 

the grey object represents databases, server or even IoT sensors. 
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Figure 2: CyberSec4Europe T3.3 assets interact to protect the smart-cities data lake 

2.1 Security modelling 

The shift from traditional computer systems towards the Internet of Things, cloud-based applications, 

wireless communications, and other interfaces requires a reconsideration of secure and trusted systems 

engineering processes. From the system developer perspective, security issues are not only detected in 

code. They need to be identified early in the first development steps and at the highest levels, primarily 

at the architecture design stage, where their semantics are clear. They also need to be mapped to lower 

levels, where they are enforced by corresponding concrete mechanisms.  

The SEMCO approach allows the specification, detection, and treatment of security threats in 

component-based system and software architecture models via reusable security threat and the definition 

of formal models. Our solution is based on metamodeling techniques that enable the specification of the 

software architecture structure and on formal techniques for the purposes of precise specification and 

verification of security aspects as properties of a modelled system. In addition, we use model-driven 

engineering techniques for the development of a toolset to support the approach. The SEMCO 

framework includes a set of model libraries to specify threats against the components and the 

communication links in component-port-connector architecture views, such as Microsoft’s STRIDE 

threat classification.  

2.2 Certifications security products 

Sensors and IoT devices are an integral part of smart cities. They are used, among other things, to collect 

and share large quantities of data that may contain sensitive information. To prevent leakage of such 

sensitive information, it is important to ensure that the communication between devices is secured. One 
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particularly tricky and important aspect of network communication is in the security protocols that 

describe how devices communicate. However, even minor mistakes in protocol specifications can be 

fatal and lead to attacks and leakage of sensitive data, i.e., a malicious third party might misuse a flawed 

protocol to trick devices into leaking valuable, sensitive data. Security protocols are moreover difficult 

to get right. Hence there is a need for formally proven security guarantees. In addition, such formally 

proven guarantees may even be a requirement if one wants to achieve high levels of certification, for 

example, in the Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (ISO/IEC 15408). 

One example of a newer protocol that IoT devices may use is the Authentication and Key Agreement 

(AKA) protocol for 5G networks. This protocol establishes a secure channel over which devices can 

communicate with 5G cell towers, and it can be used by mobile devices when communicating wirelessly 

over 5G cellular networks. 

The PVS (Protocol Verification Suite) asset focuses on modelling and formally verifying security 

protocols. Suppose the verification of a protocol model is successful. In that case, we have a strong 

guarantee that the protocol cannot be abused to mount attacks, i.e., tricking a smart device into sharing 

private data with a malicious third party. To demonstrate the benefits of our asset, we intend to model 

the 5G AKA protocol and verify some of its security properties. 

2.3 Smart Security / Privacy-preserving tools 

A secure smart city needs to rely on components built using privacy-by-design principles and tools to 

guarantee the privacy of its users. An example of such a tool is the privacy leakage analysis tool Pleak4 

that uses Privacy-Enhanced Business Process Modelling Notation (PE-BPMN). PE-BPMN is an 

extension to BPMN, a commonly used process modelling paradigm with excellent tool support. BPMN 

is used in software development workflows, and it has also helped communicate processes to customers. 

Privacy-Enhanced BPMN adds the following features to BPMN. 

• 1)     The use of stereotypes for tagging communication channels with secure channel properties 

and tasks with privacy-enhancing technology properties. 

• 2)    Automated analysis methods for data visibility, differential privacy, query sensitivity and 

more. 

• 3)   Resulting artefacts (i.e., the visibility analysis) can be used to evaluate compliance to 

regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation. 

Pleak allows an analyst to model a process and the data flows with PE-BPMN and the related 

stereotypes. It also includes built-in formal methods-based analysers that support the analyst in making 

claims about the privacy of systems. 

Pleak is a privacy-by-design tool meant for the early analysis and design level of business process 

discovery and design. The tool allows the documentation of the used privacy enhancing technologies in 

 
4 Pleak PE-BPMN tool - https://Pleak.io/ (Last Access November 9th, 2021) 

https://pleak.io/
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a BPMN model that is easily readable by a wide audience, making it clear which participants of the 

process must carry out extra tasks to incorporate privacy technologies into the processes. 

Pleak can be used for designing and documenting components of the smart city scenario using privacy-

enhanced BPMN to allow for a privacy-by-design approach. We will use it to model the stakeholders in 

the deployment (important to use deployment, not abstract models) and elicit data flows. We will then 

perform visibility analysis and estimate the privacy impact of the scenario. 

The demonstration will show the models and their visibility tables and interpret them for their privacy 

impact. 

2.4 Risk analysis/assessment  

Proactive approaches to secure software development aim at considering security and privacy goals 

from the beginning of the lifecycle of software to understand better, assess, minimize, and hopefully 

eradicate vulnerabilities as early as possible. Risk modelling and assessment methodologies are used at 

the early stages of software development to identify those vulnerabilities, their likelihood and the 

effectiveness of suitable countermeasures and should be systematically followed up throughout the 

different development stages. 

This deliverable showcases how a set of risk assessment tools can be used to design secure software 

components of the smart city scenario to ensure security goals related to confidentiality and integrity of 

citizen’s data and availability of services of the smart city platform. Our objective in this deliverable is 

to demonstrate how risk modelling and assessment tools from CyberSec4Europe such as CORAS 

[CorasTool],  BowTiePlus[BowtieTool], and RisQFlan[riskqflan] (BadGraph in [D3.9]) can be used in 

the process of identifying risks associated with such goals and to assess the feasibility/effectiveness of 

the proposed solutions. We will show how the three tools can be used in a complementary and synergetic 

way.  

CORAS will be used as the main modelling methodology to identify assets to be protected, including 

the chain of events caused by threats that may harm the identified assets related to the security goals of 

the smart city platform. BowTiePlus will be used to give a high-level view of the related causes and 

consequences of a potential compromise, as well as preventive and reactive countermeasures. 

Furthermore, RisQFlan will be used to break down these assessments and to analyse the effectiveness 

of countermeasures. 

We will use ISO 27005 [ISO27005] as the overall guiding process to demonstrate the tools. The standard 

risk assessment process consists of the following steps: context establishment, risk assessment (that is, 

risk identification, estimation, and evaluation), and risk treatment. Every risk assessment process starts 

by establishing the context of the assessment, which includes describing the scope and focus of the 

assessment, describing the target of analysis, as well as identifying and describing the assets we are 

interested in protecting as part of the risk assessment. From this point and onwards, in this section, we 

use the term “asset” to refer to the assets we want to protect as part of the risk assessment (not to be 

confused by the term “research assets” of CyberSec4Europe).  

In this section, we describe the context of the assessment, while in the following Section 3, we show 

how each of the tools is used to assess risks as well as identify risk treatments (countermeasures) in the 

context described below.  
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In order to showcase the tools as described above, we will focus the assessment on parts of the smart 

city case. We will carry out risk assessment with respect to Use Case SMC-UC4: Sensor Data Sharing 

and Processing described in Deliverable D5.2 [D5.2], and we will relate this case to a real-world scenario 

inspired by traffic management description for the City of Murcia (also described in D5.2 [D5.2]). 

Traffic management systems gather data provided by hundreds of sensors. Some examples are: traffic 

information, noise sensors, data from weather stations, and public transport information. This 

information is used to, amongst others, dynamically adjust traffic speed, prioritize traffic (traffic lights), 

dynamically adjust the number of lanes, redirect traffic, and improve the general safety and well-being 

of citizens. To accurately manage the traffic, it is important that the sensor data are not tampered with, 

and it is also important to consider privacy aspects because data gathered through sensors may contain 

private or sensitive information. 

The scope of the assessment is traffic management in smart cities, and the focus of the assessment is 

sensor data sharing and processing. In terms of data used for traffic monitoring and control, we consider 

data obtained from the following sensors: 

● Cameras (count number of vehicles and type of vehicles) 

● Air quality sensors 

● Noise sensors 

● Weather sensors 

● Road-toll sensors 

We are considering a defensive risk assessment where we identify intentional threats, threat scenarios 

and unwanted incidents caused by the specific threats with vulnerabilities that can be exploited. 

With respect to stakeholders, we are considering the “Smart city municipality” as the main stakeholder, 

while the assets we want to protect in the assessment are the following: 

● Sensor data 

● Traffic Management Platform 

● Control applications (software) 

● Physical entities (sensors and actuators) 

● Network connection 

● Control commands to the actuators 

The Figure 3 illustrates our target of analysis. 
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Figure 3: Smart-city Traffic Management Platform 

2.5 Policy based security management 

The smart city scenario covers different levels of complexity. From a high-level application point of 

view, this scenario includes complex interactions between users and multiple heterogeneous services, 

which relies on the security of lower-level technologies, including the communication network. The 

overall security process that supports the smart city must include the definition of security policies 

applied at high and low system levels and ensure their correct deployment. To highlight these specific 

aspects, we provide a more extended description of the smart city scenario. 

In this extended scenario, the smart city involves several stakeholders (public and private) that provide 

data and service components to build complex services for the citizens who can access them by different 

means. The system includes several kinds of elements, as shown in Figure 4, where a communication 

network connects sensors (purple nodes), service components (green nodes), and user access points (in 

yellow). The overall security policies and security requirements will affect the communication network, 

which must be correctly configured (white, black, and blue nodes). Moreover, the security policies must 

also define the allowed user interactions with service resources and the subsequently allowed service 

components interactions. In this scenario, the communication network is provided by the smart city 

management system, which has complete control over it, and thus can configure it. The service 

components, instead, can be provided by third-party service providers and thus are not completely under 

the control of the smart city management. The security process focuses on the verification of the overall 

system behaviour resulting from the combination of all the different components, configurations, and 

user interactions. 
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Figure 4: An example of a communication network that interconnects devices and services in a smart city 

 

 

Two CyberSec4Europe assets are used in combination to reach these objectives: VEREFOO and 

SYSVER. The VEREFOO asset focuses on network devices and their configuration. Given a description 

of the network as a graph, including the typical network functions such as switches, firewalls, Network 

Address Translation (NAT), load balancers, etc. We need a set of policies about reachability and 

isolation in the network (i.e., an endpoint of the network must be able to contact another endpoint only 

by means of HTTPS and ssh). VEREFOO can refine the network graph (i.e., by adding missing 

firewalls) and find the optimal configuration of the switches and firewalls in the network that guarantees 

that all policies are satisfied. As VEREFOO is based on a formal model, it provides high confidence in 

the correctness of the results. If the network is based on modern virtualization techniques (Software 

Defined Networking (SDN), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)), the refined graph and the 

configurations computed by VEREFOO can be deployed automatically. This possibility constitutes a 

fast reaction mechanism to attacks. The SYSVER asset, instead, mainly provides the verification of the 

correspondence between the high-level Security Policy (access control) and its low-level 

implementation in system devices and related security mechanisms. In particular, the configurations of 

network devices (switches, routers, firewalls) and the configurations of services deployed on the 

different system nodes (with required access credentials and protocols used) are combined into a detailed 

system model. Based on this, all the potential interactions performed by different users (with different 

capabilities) are exhaustively explored and checked against the target Security Policy to find and report 

any possible policy violation. Moreover, considering that services rely on potentially flawed software, 

the tool is also able to consider, in the analysis, how an attacker can exploit service vulnerabilities to 

violate the security policy. 

We provide here more details about the extended scenario that will be further used and analysed in the 

Section 3, related to VEREFOO and SYSVER assets. This scenario describes a platform for urban 

mobility management in a smart city. Several services are provided by the municipality, such as "Public 
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Transit" (PT), "Traffic Light" (TL), and "Traffic Flow" (TF), represent on Figure 4. The PT service 

provides information to citizens about timetables, next arrival times, of public transportation means (bus, 

metro). It relies on several sensors (PTS) distributed in the city. TL provides specific services to the city 

management personnel regarding the traffic lights in the city. TF monitors the congestion status of the 

city streets and provides data to the city management. Both TL and TF rely on corresponding sensors 

(TLS) and (TFS) distributed in the city. 

These services are also connected to the Smart City Platform (SCP), which collects data and provides 

information to citizens and other applications. 

Three third-party service providers are operating in the smart city: "Bike-Sharing" (BS), "Car-Sharing" 

(CS), and "E-scooter Sharing" (ES). These services get data from several sensors distributed in the city, 

respectively called here BSS ("Bike-Sharing Sensors"), CSS, and ESS. These sensors represent the 

specific data needed for the services to operate. For instance, BSS relates to the reserved bike parking 

spaces, the ESS to the position and battery status of the e-scooters and so on. 

Finally, a "Smart Multi-modal Mobility" (SMM) service provides a service for the flexible mobility 

within the city, combining the use of public transportation and private sharing companies. This service 

interacts with the central SCP and with third-party BS, CS, and ES, to collect data and provide a mobility 

solution to the users. 

Users in the smart city can access these services from different access points: from physical multimedia 

totems distributed in the city, from specific locations with information point nodes, and from their 

smartphones. Depending on their authentication, different users can act with different privileges. Three 

privilege levels are considered: guest, registered user, supervisor. All the services defined provide 

different possible operations for these users. In this example, we simplify this by defining two operations 

for each service: "general access" and "private access". These operations are related to different levels 

of protection required for different sets of data. 

2.6 Security Enforcement 

Security enforcement helps build a proper model for different security levels in order to ensure the 

software development in the correct direction. In this context, all the assets operate in the smart-city 

scenario but are used in different smart-city layers. However, all ensure that the user is protected when 

interacting with the city: 

1. Sobek re-implements the Android applications for allowing the user to inspect what they share 

with the smart city; 

2. Hermes allows the detection of weak points during testing and validation of an endpoint. 

3. Services of the smart city also may include legacy unsecure components, VTPin protects these 

unsafe components to reinforce the city's protection; 

4. Living in a smart city means that users interact with many digital services, modssl-hmac protects 

such services from database leaks; 

Sobek - Android Applications 

Smartphones have become a necessity in everyday life for most people, and as such, they are an 

integrating part of smart city platforms, both as data collectors and as an interface to the services that 

the platform offers to citizens. These devices are a huge repository of personal data and thus become a 

valuable target for information gathering, which the platform can exploit to provide better services. 
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Access to this kind of personal data can be used to understand an individual's behaviour, allowing for 

the establishment of associated profiles. While such information can be used to offer personalised 

services, there is a high risk that these profiles can be used to manipulate individuals in various contexts, 

for example, what to buy or what to believe. 

A smart city platform may rely on third-party smartphone apps which, designed with insufficient privacy 

guarantees, may be open for to such vulnerabilities. The Sobek asset provides any user with the ability 

to change the data-exchange behaviour of third-party apps from the Play Store. Sobek is a wrapper 

installed on the user devices so that the data collection from the device can be monitored and modified 

to better suit the user policies. By doing so, Sobek actively empowers the user to have an informed 

choice and more control over the information exchanged. 

The increasing awareness of the importance of this data requires new solutions to protect it. In this 

scenario, we suggest a new security system for the Android operating system that gives specific 

information about the data that is gathered by the application and sent to other devices. 

The main contributions of this asset are the instrumentations and introspection to guarantee the following 

features:  

● The applications only share information with nearby IoT devices (i.e., through Bluetooth); 

● When requesting personal information, such as name or a phone number from the contact list, 

it does share only the minimum information needed; 

● All the applications that need the locations service work only near the city; 

● After interacting with the city the user may disconnect the location sharing from the city 

maintaining the functionalities using a specific random point. 

These features make it possible for the user to manage and interact with the applications provided by 

the city without sharing unnecessary information, ensuring that the user knows and agrees to share a 

specific type of data or gives consistently misleading information about it. 

 

HERMES - Fault-Injection framework 

 

While many security measures employed in smart cities focus on data in terms of acquisition, exchange 

and storage, and privacy and anonymization, faulty systems and infrastructures may allow malicious 

actors to gain access to or control system components. This compromise of system security may, in turn, 

lead to data leakage. 

 

Fault-tolerant methodologies are available for many years, the real application is fairly limited due to 

additional computational resources needed. However, while theoretical models can be proven, thus 

guaranteeing safety, implementing them in practice may require some compromises that lead to 

weaknesses in security. Also, fault testing these implementations is not straightforward, and, to our 

knowledge, there is a lack of tools that allow developers to do so. Finally, as malicious actors become 

more sophisticated, they may employ collusion techniques to further undermine and compromise the 

targeted system after gaining access to some system component. 
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Hermes integrates transparently with the targeted system, requiring no modifications to the original 

code. Developers have access to a standard set of faults that can be used, directly, and they can have an 

option to develop custom-faults. This allows HERMES to actively empower developers to attain higher 

quality software systems and reassuring users that systems are more resilient to attacks. 

 

We envision that in the scenario developers will be willing to add the additional testing capabilities 

offered by HERMES to stress test their systems and applications, allowing them to develop safer and 

more robust systems and applications. The main contributions of this asset are: 

● Use of Aspect-Oriented programming to instrument the application code without requiring 

modifications to the application code; 

● An independent fault coordinator for managing the fault schedules independently of the 

application language; and, 

● A generic fault model that allows users to develop custom made faults. 

 

All of these features make it possible for developers to build and release higher quality systems with 

strong fault assurance, as well as strengthen existing systems to increase resilience against faults. 

VTPin - Software Hardening  

Smart cities utilize software running on several devices, from handheld computers and sensors to 

servers. Diverse software can run on all these devices, and a portion of this is based on memory unsafe 

systems, such as code written in C and C++. This is especially the case for third-party libraries where 

performance is critical (i.e., cryptographic operations) or low-level systems of operating systems. In the 

smart cities scenario, there is a significant effort for formally verifying the security of running software; 

nevertheless, it is realistic to assume that, due to scalability issues, there will be software running that is 

not formally verified. Unsafe software that is not formally verified may suffer from memory-corruption 

vulnerabilities, which, if exploited, can lead to the complete compromising of a sub-system or a 

component of the smart-city infrastructure, which can further lead to more severe security and privacy 

attacks. 

Memory-corruption vulnerabilities allow an attacker to send a malicious input to an executing program. 

While processing the malicious input, the vulnerable program can give the attacker primitives for writing 

and reading its own address space. Through these primitives, an attacker can craft a malicious payload, 

further coerce the vulnerable program to execute malicious code (i.e., open a remote shell, add a 

malicious user account, or even download and run malware). Such vulnerabilities can, in principle, be 

found by bug-finding tools or formal verifications techniques. However, these are usually demanding 

processes, which are hard to scale with large software. 

For protecting the smart-city infrastructure from such components, we are applying security 

enforcement through software hardening. This is a technique for transforming software so that bugs 

cannot be turned into exploits. Instead of finding and fixing the bugs or formally verifying a program, 

we assume that the program is buggy, but we rewrite it so that a bug can only crash the program, without 

leading to further exploitation. Rewriting the program can be done by either recompiling it (assuming 

the source is available), transforming the binary (by means of disassembling it and re-assembling it), or 

pre-loading it with an external library. In all cases, the functionality of the running program does not 

change, but certain checks are inserted for ensuring that a bug will result in a crash and not in a successful 

exploit. A representative hardening technique is VTPin [VTPin], which is a utility library that can be 
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pre-loaded to a C++ binary and protect the code from memory corruption carried out through hijacking 

of VTable pointers using use-after-free vulnerabilities.  

modssl-hmac & HoneyGen - Database Leaks 

Citizens of a smart city utilize several services offered digitally, where users should first register with 

them by means of having a specific user account. Once an account is issued, users should be able to 

authenticate with a service and therefore receive personalized functionality. User authentication can be 

realized with several methods. However, after several decades of using simple text-based passwords for 

user authentication, no alternative method has been considered mainstream. The wide use of text-based 

passwords has several consequences, such as difficulties associated with handling a large set of 

passwords by users themselves, but, also, and quite importantly, security implications that affect users 

but cannot be attributed to their faults. For instance, since websites store user passwords, attackers can 

leverage site vulnerabilities to exfiltrate them. Although it is rare to store text-based passwords in plain  

text and the cryptographic digest of them is much more common, attackers can still use powerful 

infrastructures to crack the ones based on dictionary words (or combinations of them). Leaking the 

password database has affected quite a few Internet services [24], and, nowadays, it is estimated that 

leaked passwords are in the order of several million. 

modssl-hmac is a simple password-hardening service, which can be deployed immediately by any web 

application serving content over TLS. modssl-hmac does not use cryptographic hashing for storing 

passwords, but rather an HMAC, which involves using the TLS private key of the web server. modssl-

hmac does not expose any sensitive key to the web application. Instead, modssl-hmac leverages existing 

cryptographic elements already installed in the web server. modssl-hmac is a modified mod ssl, the 

standard Apache module for TLS, which, in addition to offering TLS encryption, supports HMACs of 

messages with the TLS private key of the web server. modssl-hmac does not prevent password leaks. 

However, cracking of passwords, once they are leaked, is only possible if the TLS private key of the 

web server is also leaked. In this case, we consider that the threat model of password leaks is irrelevant 

since an attacker with access to the TLS private key can launch far stronger attacks such as 

impersonating the web server. 

HoneyGen is a honeywords generation framework that enhances the security of password databases in 

case of potential data leaks. Honeywords are false passwords associated with each user that are visually 

similar to the real password. Thus, in case an attacker manages to acquire access to the password file 

and retrieve the plain-text version of the hashed passwords, he/she still has to find the real password 

from a list of 20 sweetwords (real passwordpassword + 19 honeywords). If an adversary uses a 

honeyword to log in, he/she sets off an alarm as an adversarial attack has been reliably detected. 

 

2.7 Summary 

In this demonstrator scenario, we consider a smart city platform designed according to the 

CyberSec4Eur global architecture, and we focus on all the relevant security software development 
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activities. We overviewed the 6 main categories of assets addressed in task T3.3 and possible 

collaboration between them. 
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3 Asset Demonstration 

In this section, we describe the tools for the demonstrator. For each tool, we first overview the 

components/architecture of the tool and include diagrams/screenshots to illustrate how the tool handles 

the challenges highlighted in the previous chapter, then, we address a technical example for the smart 

cities demonstrator, showing how the tool works on the scenario. The tool’s section is concluded with a 

summary of the main research challenges addressed and an identification of possible future research 

opportunities. D3.9 [D3.9] provides an extended SOTA and general overview of research challenges 

addressed in all the assets. 

3.1 Sobek 

Android users are increasingly aware of private information leakage by third-party apps. Sobek will 

ensure that any application developed in the scope of the smart cities contains the protection mechanisms 

offered by Sobek. This way, when interacting with the scenario, the user can manage the behaviour and 

access policies based on privacy policies defined locally on the Android device or remotely by the smart 

cities team, maintaining the information privately. The extra underlying feature is the compliance and 

the capability of a user continually adapting his specific privacy definition when traveling around 

Europe, without the need for new privacy checks. 

3.1.1 Overview 

 

The system is composed of an Android user application responsible for controlling the instrumentation 

behaviour, a back-end service that enables synchronization of preferences across multiple devices, and 

provides access to the Sobek Instrumentation Tool that receives normal applications and instruments the 

required changes. 

 

In Figure 5, we display an overview of these components and how they are connected. Each one of these 

components is explained in detail in this section, being split into: 

• the Sobek Instrumentation Tool, where the code modifications are applied; 

• Sobek Manager the application that controls the behaviour of instrumented applications; 

• and the back-end that aggregates all server-side components for serving instrumented 

applications, synchronization of settings and logs. 
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Figure 5: Sobek Architecture 

 

Sobek Instrumentation Tool 

Figure 6 depicts how one instrumented application can be achieved from its original state. This flow can 

be separated into three distinct phases: 

Resource extraction and code decompilation (Figure 6 (1)) where Apktool is used to extract both 

resources and compiled code which is fed into dex2jar or enjarify for decompilation; 

Injecting and instrumentation of code (Figure 6 (2)) with the use of javac together with ajc in order 

to modify the input application based on the aspects provided; 

Recompilation and repackaging (Figure 6 (3)) with the use of r8 followed by Apktool, zipalign and 

apksigner to repackage all the resources back into an .apk. The specific tool for resource modification 

refers to an additional step we added using sed in order to change the google_maps_key, found in the 

.xml files, that is used by some applications that use Google maps library to display a map. 
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Figure 6: Sobek Instrumentation Pipeline 

Sobek Manager 

In order to accomplish the goal of having a user interface to define the behaviour of the instrumented 

code, we created the Sobek Manager, which is an application that can list every non-system application 

and allows to connect to an instrumentation server to instrument these applications, define per 

application behaviours and check the instrumentation actions logs. 

Figure 7a shows the listing of all applications available, and Figure 7b shows an example of an 

application that requests the contacts information.  
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Figure 7: (7a - left, 7b - right) - Sobek Menus of instrument apps 

To define the location provided to the applications, we created an activity where a user can manage their 

fake locations. It is possible to add new locations with an identifier string and remove them when no 

longer needed. To add new locations, the user has a fully functional map from the Google GMS library. 

The Sobek Manager offers profiling for each setting (Figure 8a) available, meaning that we can create 

fake personas to reliably lie to specific applications with fake locations (Figure 8b). 
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Figure 8: (8a - left, 8b - right)  - Sobek Interface for defining fake data 

Sobek Backend 

The backend is responsible for receiving backups and managing all the authentications, privacy policies 

and performing all the processing functionalities necessary to instrument the applications. It aggregates 

all server-side components for serving instrumented applications, synchronization of settings and logs. 

It is also responsible for producing dashboards and allowing interaction through the browser. 

3.1.2 Demonstrations Example 

To showcase Sobek, we decided to focus on location apps that we control and deploy. We required that 

these applications request permissions for location sensors on the device. 

To better understand the functionalities of Sobek, we also release the source code to allow the debugging 

and understanding of how the instrumentation behaves in a controlled environment and how developers 

can use these tools. 
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This sample application5 was created in order to track the behaviour when instrumenting code around 

the most popular methods to find the device position: 

● getLastKnownLocation(String provider) 

● getLastLocation() 

● requestLocationUpdates(...) 

getLastKnownLocation(String provider) and getLastLocation() are two functions that return an object 

of Location class, where the latitude and longitude of a device can be retrieved by getLatitude() and  

getLongitude(). In contrast, the method requestLocationUpdates(...) is used to setup triggers when the 

device updates its location. This setup usually uses LocationRequest with LocationCallback to provide 

the developers access to the device position. From the callback, LocationResult is returned, which 

contains an array of objects of class Location. 

In the application, we used the method of requestLocationUpdates(...) as it is recommended in the 

Android SDK documentation. Figure 9a shows the applications with the C3P geolocations user in the 

Google Maps API. Figure 9b shows the same applications after the user-defined the new location (Figure 

9b). The instrumentation is performed on the cloud and the user must install the new reimplemented 

applications, with the methods getLatitude() and getLongitude() of the class Location changed to include 

a simple modification to call the Sobek location API [sobek]. With the instrumentation result, we had 

an application that could change the behaviour when it tried to get the device position, giving a different 

position depending on the user's movement and the locations defined. 

 

Figure  9: (9a - left, 9b - right) - Geolocation example with Sobek 

 
5 https://github.com/jresende/SimpleLocationApplication 
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3.1.3 Research challenges addressed 

Sobek focuses on the usage of privacy protection mechanisms to ensure reliable protection of user data. It is 

still a prototype, but it will allow future researchers to develop privacy-enhancing techniques directly on any 

app of the android ecosystems. 

Current solutions have limitations that introduce vulnerabilities. An example of this is the requirement of 

root access or only working with a specific android version.  A complete comparison is given by João Estrela 

[sobek], with an overview of the current state-of-the-art. 

Sobek addresses Challenge 3 (Privacy protection and User Empowerment in IoT) described in D3.9. 

3.1.4 Further Work 

The future work focuses on the need to adopt new mechanisms, for example, with tools capable of 

instrumenting the C/C++/Kotlin native code to reach all languages used in the Android platform and 

APK. The asset also needs to reach higher levels of the TRL to allow the integration in WP5 

demonstrators.  

3.2 CORAS 

CORAS is a method for conducting security risk assessment [CORAS]. CORAS provides a customized 

language for threat and risk modelling and comes with detailed guidelines explaining how the language 

should be used to capture and model relevant information during the various stages of security risk 

assessment. The CORAS method provides a web-based tool designed to support documenting, 

maintaining, and reporting assessment results through risk modelling. In the following, we present the 

CORAS tool and demonstrate CORAS applied on the Smart City case. 

3.2.1 Overview 

The CORAS cyber-risk modelling tool is a web-based risk modelling tool [CorasTool] providing the 

necessary functionalities supporting cyber-risk assessment, including risk identification, estimation, 

evaluation, and treatment. The tool is developed in the JavaScript framework React [React] and uses the 

open-source framework JointJS [JointJS] as the core for its modelling logic. 

The tool's main graphical user interface is shown in Figure 10 and can be divided into two main parts: 

the diagram editor area and the graphical constructs' selection area. The diagram editor, the centremost 

rectangle containing the diagram, constitutes most of the page and is where the modelling is done. The 

tabs in the upper left corner represent the five different diagram types available in CORAS (asset-, 

threat-, risk-, treatment-, and treatment overview-diagram) and should make it easier to work on several 

diagram types of the same project simultaneously while also keeping them separate. Switching between 

the tabs changes the graphical icons shown in the graphical constructs' selection area to make the 

interface intuitive by showing the graphical constructs that are semantically allowed for the selected 

diagram types. The final constituent of the interface is the menu made up of buttons to the top left of the 

GUI. The most important features here are the Save and the Load features, which allow for saving the 

current diagram in a JSON format and loading these files into the browser. The Download (SVG) allows 

for the diagram to be downloaded in the SVG format, and the Clear button deletes the contents of the 

selected diagram tab. 
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Figure 10: The graphical user interface of the CORAS risk modelling tool 

The toolbar, or the bottom-most element containing the icons, is, in essence, a list of available elements 

that can be added as a part of a certain diagram type. To add an element to the diagram, the user can 

simply drag and drop it onto the editor. The tabs in the upper left-hand corner of the toolbar represent a 

CORAS specific feature called perspectives. This is used when modelling change, with each tab 

representing a certain perspective in time when an element in the diagram is relevant.  

 

Figure 11: Perspective example. 
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The before perspective represents elements that would be present before the change that would be 

impacted in such a way that they do not exist after it. The before-after perspective represents an element 

that is persistent through the change, and finally, the after perspective represents an element that would 

be introduced during or as part of the change to the system represented by the diagram. In the context 

of modelling, this is simply represented by a different outline on the elements and shading on the icons, 

as shown in Figure 11. 

When an element has been placed in the editor, it exists with its default values which can be further 

edited to fit different scenarios. To edit an element, the user needs to right-click on the element to open 

the element editor, as shown in Figure 12. This pop-up presents the fields of the element that can be 

edited. The number of fields that are available for editing varies based on the element in question, as 

different elements have different fields attached to them. 

 

Figure 12: Element editor. 

During the risk assessment process, the tool would typically be used parallel to the brainstorming 

inherent in the process. Therefore, it is important that modifications can be done quickly so that 

diagramming becomes a viable form of documentation. A typical process of risk assessment will start 

with identifying the assets of concern to the party in question, before then identifying the potential risks 

that may harm these assets. These assets are documented in Asset diagrams, as illustrated in Figure 13. 

The stakeholder element (the border surrounding the asset) can be changed in size by dragging the 

corners, something not possible with other elements in the model. 
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Figure 13: Example asset diagram. 

When identifying risks that target the assets we want to protect, we document this by creating Threat 

diagrams, as shown in Figure 14. The exact process for identifying all elements that make up a threat 

diagram differs based on whether we are identifying malicious or non-malicious threats 

[RiskManagement]. 
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Figure 14: Example threat diagram. 

Once this is done, a step that is usually performed is to reduce the complexity of the diagrams by creating 

Risk diagrams as shown in Figure 15 before identifying viable treatments in much the same fashion as 

when identifying risks. These treatments are then annotated to a threat or risk diagram, forming 

Treatment diagrams as illustrated in Figure 16. 
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Figure 15: Example risk diagram. 
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Figure 16: Example treatment diagram. 

Finally, it is possible to give an overview of treatments in terms of a Treatment overview diagram (see 

Figure 17), which shows the identified risks with their respective treatments. This is presented as a risk 

diagram with the chosen treatments annotated and gives a brief summary of the risk assessment, 

including treatment options. 
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Figure 17: Example treatment overview diagram. 

3.2.2 Demonstration Example 

This section demonstrates the CORAS risk assessment approach based on the context described in 

Section 2. The scope of the assessment is traffic management in smart cities, and the focus of the 

assessment is sensor data sharing and processing. In the following section, we illustrate how CORAS is 

used to identify risks as well as how treatments are identified and associated with the risk picture. This 

is to illustrate the main modelling capabilities of CORAS. 

Figure 18 illustrates a CORAS asset diagram capturing the stakeholder and the assets we want to protect 

as part of the risk assessment. The stakeholder is the Municipality. The edges between the assets show 

which assets may have an impact on each other. For example, harm to the asset Network connection 

may also have an impact on the asset Sensor data as well as the asset Control commands to the actuators. 
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Figure 18: Asset diagram capturing the assets for the stakeholder Municipality 

In the following, we document potential risks that may harm the assets Control commands to the 

actuators and Sensor data. In a complete risk assessment, we would consider all assets documented in 

Figure 18, but for the purpose of the demo, we consider only the two aforementioned assets and consider 

a few potential risks. 

Figure 19 illustrates a CORAS threat diagram where we see a potential chain of events caused by a 

deliberate human threat Hacker to achieve a set of unwanted incidents and harm the assets Control 

commands to the actuators and Sensor data.  

 

Figure 19: Threat diagram capturing potential cyber risks that may harm the assets Control commands to the actuators and 

Sensor data. 

The threat diagram in Figure 19 may be summarized as follows: 
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● The deliberate human threat Hacker initiates the threat scenario of Man-in-the-middle spoofing 

on traffic light sensor. A successful man-in-the-middle spoofing on traffic light sensor may lead 

to the threat scenarios Capture and alter control commands to traffic light or Capture and delete 

control commands to traffic light. Both threat scenarios may be achieved by exploiting the 

vulnerability Channel accessible by non-endpoint (CWE-300). 

● The threat scenario Capture and alter control commands to traffic light may lead to the 

unwanted incident Control command to traffic light altered by exploiting the vulnerability 

Improper authentication (CWE-287). 

● The threat scenario Capture and delete control commands to traffic light may lead to the 

unwanted incident Control command to traffic light is made unavailable to traffic light by 

exploiting the vulnerability Improper authentication (CWE-287). 

● Both above-mentioned unwanted incidents harm the asset Control commands to the actuators. 

In addition, Figure 19 shows that the deliberate human threat Hacker may cause denial of service: 

● The deliberate human threat Hacker initiates the threat scenario Distributed denial of service on 

sensors. This threat scenario may lead to the unwanted incident Sensor data is not transmitted 

to traffic management platform by exploiting the vulnerabilities Allocation of resources without 

limits or throttling (CWE-770) and Missing release of resource after effective lifetime (CWE-

772). 

● The unwanted incident Sensor data is not transmitted to traffic management platform harms the 

asset Sensor data. 

Having identified threats, threat scenarios, vulnerabilities exploited by threats, unwanted incidents, and 

assets that are harmed, next we would estimate the risks in terms of likelihood and consequence and 

annotate the diagram with these values.  

Risks correspond to pairs of unwanted incidents and assets. Suppose an unwanted incident harms exactly 

one asset, as illustrated by the unwanted incident Sensor data is not transmitted to traffic management 

platform in Figure 19. In that case, the unwanted incident represents a single risk. If an unwanted 

incident harms two assets, then the unwanted incident represents two risks, etc. 

A likelihood is a general description of the frequency or probability for incidents to occur, and the 

likelihood scale defines the values that will be used when assigning likelihood estimates to unwanted 

incidents. A consequence is a description of the impact of unwanted incidents on the assets in terms of 

the degree of damage, and the consequence scale defines the values that will be used when estimating 

the impact of unwanted incidents. 

The following table gives an example likelihood scale defined for the target of analysis. The likelihood 

Possible, for example, denotes less than twice a year, which is defined by the precise interval from 5 to 

20 occurrences per 10 years, as shown in the table. 

Likelihood value Description Definition 

Certain Five times or more per year [50, ∞⟩ : 10y = [5, ∞⟩ : 1y 

Likely Two to five times per year [20, 50⟩ : 10y = [2, 5⟩ : 1y 
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Possible Less than twice per year [5, 20⟩ : 10y = [0.5, 2⟩ : 1y 

Unlikely Less than once per two years [1, 5⟩ : 10y = [0.1, 0.5⟩ : 1y 

Rare Less than once per ten years [0, 1⟩ : 10y = [0, 0.1⟩ : 1y 

Because incidents may have a different impact depending on which asset is harmed, it is common 

practice to create separate consequence scales for each of the assets. The following table shows an 

example consequence scale we may use for the asset Control commands to the actuators from a data-

integrity perspective (the harm caused by the unwanted incident Control command to traffic light 

altered). 

Consequence value Description 

Catastrophic 1000+ control commands are affected 

Major 101-1000 control commands are affected 

Moderate 11-100 control commands are affected 

Minor 1-10 control commands are affected 

Insignificant No control commands are affected 

Moreover, the following table shows an example consequence scale for the asset Sensor data, which is 

impacted by the unwanted incident Sensor data is not transmitted to traffic management platform. In 

this case, the consequence scale is defined from an availability perspective. This scale can also be used 

when estimating the consequence of unwanted incident Control command to traffic light is made 

unavailable to traffic light on asset Control commands to the actuators because that is also a case of 

availability related risk. 

Consequence value Description 

Catastrophic Downtime in range [1 week,  ∞⟩ 

Major Downtime in range [1 day,  1 week⟩ 

Moderate Downtime in range [1 hour,  1 day⟩ 

Minor Downtime in range [1 minute,  1 hour⟩ 

Insignificant Downtime in range [0,  1 minute⟩ 

CORAS comes with calculus for the likelihood estimation of unwanted incidents based on the set of 

threat scenarios leading up to the unwanted incidents (and the estimates on the threat scenarios). Each 

threat scenario may be assigned a likelihood value, while a relation going from one threat 
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scenario/unwanted incident to another threat scenario/unwanted incident may be assigned a conditional 

probability. Let us assume the following estimates have been carried out for the risks captured by the 

threat model in Figure 19: 

● Unwanted incident (Risk 1): Control command to traffic light altered 

○ Likelihood: Possible (less than twice per year) 

○ Consequence: Moderate (11-100 control commands are affected) 

● Unwanted incident (Risk 2): Control command to traffic light is made unavailable to traffic 

light 

○ Likelihood: Possible (less than twice per year) 

○ Consequence: Major (downtime in range [1 day,  1 week⟩) 

● Unwanted incident (Risk 3): Sensor data is not transmitted to traffic management platform 

○ Likelihood: Unlikely (less than once per two years) 

○ Consequence: Moderate (downtime in range [1 hour,  1 day⟩) 

Based on the estimates, we then evaluate the risks by plotting them into a risk evaluation matrix with 

respect to their likelihood and consequence values. Since Risk 1 concerns integrity, while Risks 2 and 3 

concerns availability, they are represented in separate risk evaluation matrices. Like identifying separate 

consequence scales, it is common practice to define separate risk evaluation matrices considering the 

different consequence scales. This is also important when re-evaluating the same risks at a later stage 

and to make sure that the correct consequence scales are used. 

Risk evaluation matrix for Risk 1 (integrity): 

 

Risk evaluation matrix for Risk 2 and Risk 3 (availability): 

 

Next, we identify risk treatments. Figure 20 illustrates a set of risk treatments addressing the 

vulnerabilities identified as part of risk identification in Figure 19. 
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Figure 20: Treatment diagram identifying treatments for the vulnerabilities 

As illustrated in Figure 20, we see that the following risk treatments/countermeasures have been 

identified: 

● Treatment Always fully authenticate both ends of any communication channel mitigates 

vulnerability Channel accessible by non-endpoint (CWE-300). 

● Treatment Use an authentication framework or library such as the OWASP ESAPI 

Authentication feature mitigates vulnerability Improper authentication (CWE-287). 

● Treatment Track the rate of requests received from users and block requests that exceeds a 

defined rate threshold mitigates vulnerability Allocation of resources without limits or throttling 

(CWE-770). 

● Treatments Free the resources at all exit points for functions including error conditions and 

Use languages that do not allow this weakness to occur such as Java, Ruby, and Lisp mitigates 

vulnerability Missing release of resource after effective lifetime (CWE-772). 

3.2.3 Research challenges addressed 

The CORAS approach was invented and delivered as the main result of a European research project 

with the same name that ran from 2001 until 2003 (CORAS, IST-2000-25031). The CORAS approach 

has been further developed and refined in many iterations since then. A major influence has been the 

experiences from using CORAS in numerous industrial full-scale risk analyses; these risk analyses have 
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been within a wide range of domains, including banking, telecommunication, power-supply, defence, 

industrial process control, offshore, and web-based services. Another major influence has been technical 

developments in numerous research projects funded by the Research Council of Norway as well as the 

European Commission, for example, the recently completed H2020 EU project CYBERWISER.eu 

(786668), in which CORAS was extended to support the capturing of risk indicators to support risk 

estimation. The feature of modelling indicators is available in the latest version of CORAS described 

above, and we distinguish between four categories of risk indicators: network-layer monitoring, 

application-layer monitoring, security test results, and expert judgement. To this end, CORAS addresses 

the research challenge “unreliable risk estimates” as expressed in Deliverable 3.9 by providing 

guidelines for maintaining, removing and adding indicators in the risk models, as well as ways of 

interpreting the indicator values [Erdo1], [Erdo2]. 

The structure of CORAS diagrams has similarities to Bayesian networks since both are directed acyclic 

graphs with the edges representing causal dependencies. On the other hand, the models used for 

analysing likelihoods are different. Bayesian networks focus on powerful probability analysis and 

require completeness in the specification of contributing factors, while likelihood analysis in CORAS is 

simpler but more focused on analysis in situations where we only have incomplete data. Markov analysis 

is not directly comparable to CORAS. The focus of Markov analysis is on operation and failure modes 

in state-based systems and is more suitable for reliability analysis than risk assessment as such. CORAS 

diagrams, on the other hand, are used to specify scenarios consisting of causal chain of events. 

Although the CORAS language has similarities with other approaches to risk documentation, it is 

nevertheless unique in its support for the whole risk analysis process, from asset identification to risk 

treatment. It also differs from other approaches in that it has been developed to facilitate communication 

and interaction during structured brainstorming sessions involving people of heterogeneous 

backgrounds [Solhaug and Stølen]. To this end, the CORAS language uses graphical symbols, or icons, 

that are closely related to the underlying risk assessment concepts and intended to be easily 

comprehensible [Solhaug and Stølen]. It also offers a schematic procedure allowing the translation of 

any fragment of a CORAS diagram into a paragraph in English. 

Another unique feature of CORAS is the tight interweaving of the CORAS language into everything 

that takes place during the risk assessment process. The CORAS method offers detailed guidelines for 

how to fulfil the goals of the various steps and tasks in general and how to fulfil these goals making 

efficient use of the CORAS language in particular. Furthermore, to handle the issue of scalability in 

relation to risk documentation, the CORAS language offers a set of constructs that can be used to 

structure individual CORAS diagrams. The CORAS approach also offers calculi for various kinds of 

likelihood reasoning. It provides advice on how to deal with change with respect to analysis 

documentation and comes with specific support for handling legal issues in relation to risk assessment.   

Coras addresses Assessing Security and Privacy Through the Life Cycle (Challenges 1) and Unreliable 

Risk Estimates  (Challenge 8) from D3.9. 

 

3.2.4 Further Work 

As further work, we will update the CORAS tool implementing the CORAS calculi to support automatic 

risk estimation based on indicator values. Another new feature is to dynamically guide the user as part 

of risk modelling for training/educational purposes. Finally, we will also investigate how CORAS may 

be combined with BowTie++ and RisQFlan to support security risk assessment from complementary 

viewpoints.  
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3.3 BowTie++ 

BowTie ++ was formerly named Bow Tie Plus, but is now being reimplemented under the new name. 

It is a risk management tool that supports a methodology for modelling causes and effects of unwanted 

security events using bow-tie analysis and diagram notation. 

3.3.1 Overview 

Bow-tie analysis started in the 1970s. It is used by organizations worldwide for risk management 

purposes, but primarily to demonstrate control over health, safety and environmental (HSE) hazards. 

Bow-tie diagrams present a high-level view that can be easily communicated to different stakeholders. 

For an overview of the historical application, we refer to Meland et al. [bowtie]. 

A bow-tie diagram is something that resembles a fault-tree on the left-hand side with an event-tree on 

the right-hand side. The figure 21, shows a screenshot with an overview of the model elements: 

 

Figure 21: Graphical interface of the BowTie++ tool 

The model elements can be described as 

● Hazards: A hazard is the potential to threaten human life, health, property or the environment 

[MSC-MEPC.2/Circ.12/Rev.1]. A hazard can be anything with the potential to cause harm, but 

which is also necessary to perform business. From a risk analysis perspective, the hazard needs 

to be controlled so that unwanted events will not occur. In an information security risk 

assessment context, there is no obvious one-to-one mapping between the term hazard and any 

of the terms that are commonly used in the security community. In our model, the term hazard 

is used to represent the critical system or software or processes necessary for the operation of 
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the business, but which can also be misused by malicious actors in order to cause harm to the 

business.  

● Unwanted events: An unwanted event, which is sometimes called top event, loss event, or loss 

of control, in safety assessment, represents what will happen if one loses control over a hazard. 

In safety assessment, an unwanted event is caused by an accident or a random failure. In security 

assessments, an unwanted event is often called an incident. We use the term unwanted event to 

represent security incidents due to malicious activity that cause harm to the asset(s) associated 

with the hazard. 

● Assets: In an information security risk assessment context, an asset is anything that has value 

to an organization [ISO 27005]. The ISO 27005 standard distinguishes between primary assets, 

which are core business processes and their corresponding information, whilst supporting assets 

are those required to be in place to support the activities of the primary assets. An asset is not a 

concept that is used in traditional safety assessment. However, to emphasize the consequences 

of the threats from a security viewpoint, which almost always target data or information, we 

map each identified hazard to one or more assets that could be damaged in case the unwanted 

event occurs. 

● Threats: A threat is anything that can cause an unwanted event. In a security context, the term 

threat means a potential cause of an unwanted incident, which may result in harm to a system 

or organization [ISO 27005]. Our model only models threats that represent malicious activity, 

which contrasts with traditional safety assessment that usually only focuses on accidents. 

● Consequences: A consequence is a result of an unwanted event and is formulated in terms of 

the (negative) impact on, i.e., people, the environment or property. 

● Control: A control is a mechanism that aims to interrupt a scenario such that the threats do not 

result in an unwanted event or that the unwanted event does not cause any consequences. In a 

safety context, the term control corresponds to the term barrier. We separate between preventive 

controls/barriers found on the left side of the diagrams and reactive controls/barriers found on 

the right side of the diagrams. 

● Escalation factors: An escalation factor is anything that may cause a barrier/control to fail. 

We are also able to add indicators to threats and consequences. These are “traffic lights” indicating what 

are the required capabilities needed to realize each threat, as well as the potential impacts of each 

consequence. For threat indicators, we are using a relative number of potential threat agents and 

weighted values for opportunity, means and motivation. For consequence indicators, we consider 

impacts related to individuals, the environment, company reputation and commercial loss. 

 

 

Figure 22: Indicators used to quantify threats and consequences 
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3.3.2 Demonstration Example 

This example is based on traffic management in smart cities. We have focused on the unwanted incident 

where a traffic light connected to a smart city infrastructure is compromised. This is a realistic scenario 

and has been demonstrated plausible by researchers [wired]. A number of assets can be related to the 

traffic light: 

● Sensors register the surroundings, such as cars, pedestrians and bikes. 

● Signals control the traffic. 

● Traffic lights operate in a group and are controlled by a control box located at the intersection. 

● The control box is connected to a network, which allows remote control. This is useful for 

giving priority to emergency units, buses and heavy vehicles. 

● Traffic lights communicate locally using radio connections. 

● The traffic lights are controlled by software that is updated from time to time. 

The bow-tie diagram below aims to show that there are a wide range of possible threats that can cause 

the unwanted event of a compromise. There are also different types of consequences that could follow 

such an event. For the sake of simplicity, we have not included security controls at this stage, as that is 

covered in more detail with the other assets. Similarly, we have not added indicators, which are added 

later on. 
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Figure 23: A bowtie diagram showing possible threats and consequences of an unwanted event 

If we consider the threats, these are explained as: 

● Manipulate sensor: Sensors registering movement, weight, noise and light can be manipulated 

in various ways. This will indirectly cause the traffic light to behave in an unwanted manner. 

● Infect with malware: Operational Technology (OT) software could be infected during updates 

or by directly interfacing the control box or traffic light. 

● Network remote control: An attacker could potentially issue control commands to the control 

box. 

● Kill power: The traffic light depends on a source of energy and may or may not have backup 

battery power. 

● Replace components: Hardware units could be physically replaced by corrupted ones. 

● Damage/sabotage: Light signals could be broken, i.e., locally using a hammer or shot from afar 

with a rifle. Sensors could also suffer intentional damage. 

● Jam radio: By jamming the radio communication between the traffic lights, the lights will shift 

from a normal operation state. 

● Spoof radio: By spoofing the radio communication, the light signals could be manipulated to 

i.e., show all green. 

These threats are described on an abstract level and can be individually detailed using other 

methodologies and tools. 

We also consider the following consequences: 
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● Collisions: A manipulated traffic light could cause severe collisions, impacting both individual 

humans, vehicles and the environment. 

● Slow traffic: Slow traffic could have consequences to the environment (increased pollution) 

and cause delays, which again could lead to a commercial impact. 

● Road closed: A closed road represents a more severe impact than slow traffic. 

● Diversion: A diversion could be part of a larger scheme, such as a bank robbery or 

demonstration. 

In cases where there is little data about attack frequency or probability, BowTie++ supplements the 

CORAS methodology by allowing the indicators to estimate likelihood and consequence values. 

Furthermore, the consequences of the unwanted events are more tied to safety-related incidents that 

could follow from a cyber attack. Thus, a bow-tie model can show a complementing perspective that 

supports the overall risk analysis.  

In the figure below, we have added indicator values to the “manipulate sensor” threat, which corresponds 

to the man-in-the-middle threat scenario in the CORAS Threat diagram shown earlier. 

 

Figure 24: Indicator pane for the manipulate sensor threat 

The indicator values are entered either by clicking on the traffic lights or entered numerically. The 

indicators represents threat actors (ACT), Opportunity (OPP), Means (MEA) and Motivation (MTV). 

In the Figure 25 below, we show the resulting probabilities for all the threats in the demonstration 

example. 
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Figure 25: Threat likelihoods 

We follow a similar process with the potential consequences following an unwanted event. As shown 

below, a traffic light pane is attached to each consequence and used for quantification. The indicators 

here are Commercial impact (COM), Reputational impact (REP), Environmental impact (ENV) and 

Individual impact (IND). 

 

 

Figure 26: Indicator pane for the Collisions consequence 

When all consequences have been assigned an impact value and a probability value that the consequence 

will occur once the unwanted event has occurred, we can obtain overall risk values as shown in the 

figure below. The risk values for the unwanted event support the risk evaluation matrices shown in the 

CORAS methodology. 
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Figure 27: Quantifying consequences and overall risk values 

The figure below shows the overall bow-tie model again, but with quantified values for each threat and 

consequence. The colours of the frames around these model elements give an easy and visual impression 

of what are the main threats and consequences. Though not shown in this diagram, barriers can be added 

as risk modifiers based on identified treatments in CORAS or defences in RisQFlan. 
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Figure 28: The resulting bow-tie model with colours based on the quantified values for threats and consequences 

3.3.3 Research challenges addressed 

A proper assessment of potential cyber threats is vital for security decision-making and planning. Often, 

cyber events will lead to consequences not just in the cyber domain but also in the physical domain. 

BowTie++ allows a combined view of causes and consequences for unwanted events, and thus presents 

a perspective covering the whole cyber-physical domain. The tool also allows quantification of risks, 

either taking a top-down (using expert intuition) or a bottom-up approach (based on underlying 

assessments and data sources). In practice, a combination of these should be applied based on the best 

data available.  

The BowTie++ tool addresses the research challenge “unreliable risk estimates” as expressed in 

Deliverable 3.9 by improving the accuracy of cyber-physical risk estimates and supporting traceability. 

We apply forward-looking indicators to anticipate potential crises. These indicators are designed to be 

suitable when there is no or little statistical data about previous events or incidents.  

BowTie++ is an open-source alternative to some of the commercial bow-tie modelling tools used in the 

industry.  

3.3.4 Further Work 

The main new planned features for the BowTie++ tool are related to collaborative risk analysis. This 

would allow close collaboration even when people are not present in the same room, as well as reducing 

bias related to group thinking. 
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3.4  RisQFlan 

This section demonstrates the risk modelling assessment tool RisQFlan [risqflan] and how it relates to 

other risk assessment tools in this deliverable, such as CORAS (Section 3.2). 

3.4.1 Overview 

RisQFlan is an Eclipse-based tool for quantitative risk modelling and assessment. Figure 29 provides a 

main overview of the main features of the tool. The user can rearrange the distribution of the panels as 

they please; Figure 29 shows one distribution that is suitable for our purpose. On the left-hand side, one 

can see some project navigation panels typical of Eclipse-based frameworks: a “Project explorer”, which 

provides an overview of the folders and files in each RisQFlan project, and an “Outline”, which provides 

the overview of the structure of a specific model. This facilitates the management of large projects and 

models. As an additional facility, the tool includes features to create new projects and files using 

templates, which provide a good starting point, especially for new users that may not be familiar with 

the modelling language. The two panels in the center correspond to modelling features. In particular, 

they offer a synchronised visual and textual view of the risk model. The visual view provides an intuitive 

high-level perspective on the model, while the textual description is supported by a modern Eclipse-

based editor providing utilities such as syntax highlighting, autocompletion and refactoring. The textual 

editor allows one to provide a detailed description of the risk model using the domain-specific language 

of RisQFlan, which combines several features common in attack-tree modelling such as attacks, 

defences, countermeasures, costs, and attacker profiles. All such features are reflected in the visual 

representation.  

The two panels on the right provide an output of the risk analysis. The panel on the top shows a plot 

obtained as the result of performing statistical analysis of the estimated probability of specific attacks to 

occur, while the panel on the bottom shows a console log with information about the configuration and 

progress of the statistical analysis. Besides statistical analysis, the tool includes features to perform 

single simulations of the model and export model in a format used by tools able to perform exact 

probabilistic analysis such as PRISM [prism] and STORM 6. 

 
6 www.stormchecker.org 
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Figure 29: RisQFlan Overview 

The tool provides effective support to the RisQFlan approach to risk modelling and analysis. The main 

idea is to model a risk scenario with an attack diagram and an attacker specification. The attack diagram 

is made of attacks (which represent bad things that can happen or actions of a malicious user) and 

defences (which represent countermeasures to prevent or mitigate attacks). Attacks and defences are 

related to each other in the diagram. An attack can require some combination of attacks to be enabled. 

Such combinations can be logical (and/or) or ordered (i.e., specifying specific sequences of actions). 

Attacks can also aim at mining defences. Figure 30 shows an excerpt from the attack diagram of our 

demonstrator (which models the traffic light risk scenario), where attacks are represented as red ovals 

and defences are represented as green boxes. The main idea of the diagram is that the traffic system can 

be compromised if the sensor data is compromised, which in turn requires a DDoS to occur, together 

with the effective occurrence of two well-known vulnerabilities (CWE-770 and CWE-772).  The 

diagram also specifies countermeasures for the vulnerabilities. 
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Figure 30:  RisQFlan attack diagrams 

RisQFlan attack diagrams can be enriched with additional information such as the cost of the attacks or 

the effectiveness of the defensive measures.  

3.4.2 Demonstration Example 

This demonstration of RisQFlan has the risk model of the traffic system done with CORAS as a starting 

point, as shown in Section 3.2. We will first build a RisQFLan model based on the CORAS model. 

Then, we will enrich the model with additional information such as quantitative aspects and attacker 

profiles. Lastly, we will perform some statistical analysis on the obtained model.  

From CORAS to RisQFlan. To devise a RisQFlan model from a CORAS model, we follow the 

following methodology: 

● Assets are an explicit first-class concept in CORAS while they are implicit in RisQFlan. We 

hence model each asset X as an attack node as “XCompromised” representing the event that 

asset X has been compromised. In our scenario, this corresponds to assets “Control Commands” 

and “Sensor Data”, which are modelled by attack nodes “ControlCommandsCompromised” and 

“SensorDataCompromised”, respectively. 
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Figure 31: Attack nodes corresponding to assets 

● RiskQFlan attack diagrams need to have a root, intuitively representing that something wrong 

happened. Hence, in our model, we need to introduce an attack node 

“TrafficSystemCompromised”, refined as either of the two main bad events of the scenario, 

namely “ControlCommandsCompromised” or “SensorDataCompromised”. 

 

Figure 32: Attack diagram root 

● CORAS risks are modelled as attack nodes as well. In our model, we hence introduce one attack 

node for each CORAS risk, with the same name or an abbreviation thereof. The causal 

refinement relation between risks and assets follows the same structure as in the CORAS model. 

For example, the risk “ControlCommandAltered” is one of the possible attack refinements of 

“ControlCommandsCompromised”. 

 

Figure 33: Attack nodes corresponding to risks 

● CORAS vulnerabilities are modelled as additional attack nodes paired with the corresponding 

risk. An example is “Channel accessible by no endpoint (CW-300)”, which is modelled as an 

attack node “CW300” introduced in the diagram as an additional requirement to both  

“CaptureAndAlterCommands” and “CaptureAndDeleteCommands”. 
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Figure 34: Attack nodes corresponding to vulnerabilities 

 

● CORAS treatments are modelled in RisQFlan with defences or countermeasures, depending on 

whether they are meant to be permanent or reactively activated upon the result of an attack 

attempt. For example, the use of robust languages is modelled as a permanent defence meant to 

mitigate the vulnerability “Missing release of resource after effective lifetime (CWE-772)”. 

 

Figure 35: Defense nodes corresponding to treatments 

 

Figure 36: Attack and defence relations 

● A CORAS threat is modelled as an attacker profile. In our case, the CORAS threat “Hacker” is 

modelled in RisQFlan as attacker profile “Hacker”. 

 

Figure 37: Attacker profile for a Hacker threat 

The resulting attack diagram of the RisQFlan model is visually represented in Figure 38.  
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Figure 38: RisQFlan Overview 

Adding quantitative aspects and attacker profiles. The RisQFlan model obtained so far provides the 

essential structure of the threat model: assets, risks, and treatments. The next step in a RisQFlan model 

is to incorporate additional information such as quantitative aspects and refine the attacker profile 

Costs of each attack: we can assign a number to each attack node, representing the cost of each attempt 

to perform the attack. This is useful, for instance, to consider scenarios where attackers are resource-

constrained or to estimate the cost of effective attacks. In our example, we have set the cost of “DDoS” 

and “ManInTheMiddle” attacks to be 1 unit, while the rest of the attacker options are considered to have 

negligible cost.  

 

Figure 39: Attack costs 

● Defence effectiveness: A RisQFlan model needs to specify the effectiveness of each 

defence/countermeasure/treatment against each of the attacks (and possibly make it dependent 

on the attacker profile as well). For example, we have set that all defences to have an 

effectiveness of 90% against the corresponding vulnerability. 

 

Figure 40: Defence effectiveness 
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● Attacker profile: we can refine each attacker into a probabilistic state machine, representing 

probabilistic strategies to conduct an attack. This can include, for example, a specific order in 

which to attempt the different attacker actions or probabilistic rates that specify the likelihood 

of success and failure of the attempts. In the demonstration, we have chosen a brute force profile 

that tries all possible actions at any time, having a 50% chance of succeeding.  

 

Figure 41: Profile of attacker 

RisQFlan Analysis. To demonstrate the analysis capabilities, we have chosen to measure the probability 

of attack success for compromising each of the two assets (control commands and sensor data) as well 

as the overall system. To do so, the RisQFlan specification can be enriched with a configuration of the 

desired analysis, which includes the parameters to measure as well as additional parameters such as the 

desired statistical confidence.  
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Figure 42: Analysis specification 

Clicking on the MultiVeSta icon (Figure 29) launches the analysis, resulting in the plot presented in 

Figure 43. Since we have specified that no defence has 100% effectiveness and the attackers have a 

sufficient budget, all assets are eventually compromised, although the sensor data (green line) takes 

more time.  

`

 

Figure 43: Analysis results 

3.4.3 Research challenges addressed 

Quantitative risk modelling and analysis approaches are essential to support secure software engineering 

in the presence of high complexity or uncertainty, or when the security properties of interest are 

quantitative in nature. Amongst these approaches, graphical security models provide intuitive and 

effective ways to represent security scenarios in complex systems. Attack trees and their variants 

constitute a popular family of graph-based security models for which several approaches have been 

developed over the last years (see, i.e., the surveys [kordv2014dag, hong2017survey, 

windel2019beyon]), aiming at providing scalable and usable methods for specifying vulnerabilities and 

countermeasures, their interplay and their key attributes such as cost and effectiveness. 

In this area, RisQFLan [risqflan2021] is a new framework to support graph-based quantitative security 

risk modelling and analysis. It constitutes a significant contribution to existing toolsets in that domain. 

In particular, RisQFLan can be used to build rich models by combining distinctive features from existing 

formalisms for risk modelling and analysis, and to enhance the analysis of existing tools for risk 

modelling. 

Indeed the Domain Specific Language (DSL) of RisQFLan has been designed to include the most 

significant features of existing formalisms based on attack trees, such that they can be combined in the 

same model. Subsets of the RisQFLan DSL, indeed, can thus be used to capture classes of existing 

modelling formalisms. In addition, RisQFLan allows one to focus on specific dynamic threat profiles, a 

feature that is being supported only recently by very few approaches and in a limited way. 
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Moreover, RisQFLan, can be used to complement and enrich those provided by existing toolsets. This 

is an advantage offered with respect to the existing tools. In particular, RisQFLan includes an additional 

analysis engine based on exact probabilistic model checking that is not inherited from QFLan, which 

comes with a statistical model-checking engine. 

RisQFLan is also open-source, a distinguishing feature of RisQFLan among the toolsets available in the 

domain. RisQFLan’s Discrete-Time Markov Chains (DTMC) exporting facilities moreover permit tool-

chaining with probabilistic model checkers for models of sizes that do not require Statistical Model 

Checking (SMC). 

RisQFLan addresses Challenge 8 (Unreliable Risk Estimates) described in D3.9. 

 

3.4.4 Further work 

The next steps in the development of RisQFlan include enriching its import/export capabilities to enable 

interaction with additional model sources and tools and enriching the language and underlying models 

to support game-theoretic views on risk models and corresponding analysis capabilities. We will also 

investigate how BowTiePlus, which supplements CORAS, can be combined with RisQFlan. 

3.5 HoneyGen 

Honeywords are false passwords associated with each user. In case of aa password database leak, an 

attacker has to decide which is the real password from a list of 20 visually similar and realistic looking 

sweetwords (the real password + 19 honeywords). HoneyGen [HoneyGen] utilizes representation 

learning techniques in order to generate those honeywords so that a potential adversary will find it very 

hard to distinguish the real password from the false ones. 

3.5.1 Overview 

Existing password-based authentication systems maintain a sensitive file with the registered users’ 

hashed passwords. This sensitive file is an attractive target for attackers because if successfully retrieved 

and cracked, i.e., the hashed passwords’ plain-text form is recovered, an adversary can undetectably 

impersonate a user. Several prestigious web services have been compromised, i.e., Yahoo, Dropbox and 

LinkedIn, and millions of passwords were leaked. For example, the “Have I been pwned”7 database 

contains over 500 million real-world plain-text passwords previously exposed in data breaches. This has 

been made possible through sophisticated password guessing techniques and the emergence of hardware 

such as GPUs. It is worth noting that these data breaches are often detected after several months or years. 

During this time, the attackers exploited the data to their best abilities and then posted (or sold) it online. 

For this reason, there is the need for active, timely password-breach detection methods to enable 

responsive counter-actions. 

Various methods, such as machine-dependent functions, distributed cryptography, and external 

password-hardening services, make offline password guessing harder. However, all these approaches 

have significant limitations, i.e., they have poor scalability or require significant changes to the server-

 
7 https://haveibeenpwned.com/ 
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side and client-side authentication systems, which prevent the community from applying them. A 

promising approach, is to utilise honeywords: false passwords associated with each user’s account for 

detecting password leakage. Even if an attacker steals and reverts the password file, containing the users’ 

hashed passwords, they must still decide about the real password from a set of k distinct sweetwords. 

Using a honeyword to log in sets off an alarm, as an adversarial attack has been reliably detected. 

Honeywords are only useful if it is hard to differentiate them from real-world passwords. Otherwise, a 

sophisticated attacker may manage to distinguish them from real-world ones and subvert their security. 

Thus, the honeywords generation process is of utmost concern when incorporating this security feature 

into existing authentication mechanisms. 

HoneyGen is a honeywords generation framework that produces realistic-looking honeywords such that 

a potential attacker will find it very hard, i.e., achieve success rates close to the random guessing 

baseline, to distinguish the real password from the honeywords. More specifically, our approach is split 

into two phases. First, we train an Machine Learning model on the password corpus, which allows us to 

learn the structure of the input and produce a word embedding for each password. By doing so, we are 

able to query the word embeddings the model for the top-k nearest neighbours of a given password. 

Second, we issue a chaffing-by-tweaking technique for shuffling (in a minimal way) the returned 

passwords in order to generate out-of-vocabulary (OOV) honeywords. 

3.5.2 Demonstration Example 

Any smart city is composed of platforms that allow users to interact with the city. Typically, these 

systems require an authentication mechanism. HoneyGen protects against password guessing with a set 

of similar passwords stored on the server. If an attacker gets access to the passwords, they will have a 

set of similar passwords to choose from, and they will not know the real one. Selecting a honeyword, 

i.e., a false password,  to log in sets off an alarm as an adversarial attack has been reliably detected. 

For demonstrating HoneyGen’s operation, let us assume that an adversary managed to gain access to 

the password file F, where the smart city’s passwords are stored for each user. The password file F will 

typically be a table of size 𝑛 ×  𝑘  (where n is the total number of registered users and k is the number 

of sweetwords per user account + the username). For demonstration purposes, let’s let us assume that 

k=5.  

The operation of HoneyGen is straightforward. Let us suppose that the real passwords for users 

gorgin_pin, marios_petrou, and andrey_vasilo are the following: (a) punkin931, (b) mariosPetr95, and 

(c) antr.Vas0, respectively. Then, the authentication system’s operator feeds the users’ real passwords 

to HoneyGen and HoneyGen responds with the list of sweetwords shown in Figure 44. As shown, for 

each user, we now have not only 1 (the real password) but 5 sweetwords, only one of them being the 

real password. The position of the real password is not stored in password file F but is instead kept 

separately in a secure component, namely honeycheker, which we assume for simplicity that the attacker 

cannot breach. The honeychecker is responsible for validating the users’ logins, i.e., determining if the 

given password is a honeyword or not. Finally, the operator will hash each of the users’ sweetwords 

(according to the deployed hashing algorithm) and store them in password file F.  

Username Sweetword1 Sweetword2 Sweetword3 Sweetword4 Sweetword5 

gorgin_pin punkin61 punkin931 punkin91 punkin31 punkin81 
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marios_petrou petrmarios1 petrMarios4 PETrmarioS0 mariosPetr95 M@riosPetr9 

andrey_vasilo vasAntr10 Antr.Vas0 #@ntr.Vasil5 antr.Vas0 antr.vas0 

Figure 44: Snapshot of password file F showing the (plain-text) sweetwords for 3 users. Each user’s real password is shown 

with bold. 

Now, in case that adversaries successfully retrieve and revert the password file F, i.e., compute the plain-

text formats of the hashed passwords, they must still decide which is the real password from the 5 options 

for each user. However, the adversaries should carefully select the one to submit as using a honeyword 

to log in will set off an alarm as a data breach has been reliably detected. Note that the adversary still 

has ⅕ chances of guessing the correct password by randomly selecting one sweetword. Research 

challenges addressed. 

3.5.3 Research challenges addressed 

HoneyGen [HoneyGen] tackles the problem of generating honeywords that are visually similar to the 

real password. In particular, HoneyGen causes state-of-the-art distinguishing attackers to fail (achieve 

attack success rate close to the random guessing baseline) when trying to infer the real password from 

the list of sweetwords. This is important since it increases the chances of an adversary getting caught by 

signaling a data breach alarm as soon as a honeyword is submitted for logging into a user account. In 

addition, HoneyGen is open-source, allowing authentication systems’ operators to easily deploy it and 

improve their system’s security and robustness against potential data breaches. HoneyGen addresses 

Challenge 5 (protecting leaked credentials) described in Deliverable 3.9.  

3.5.4 Further Work 

A future direction is to consider targeted guessing attackers that exploit users’ personally identifiable 

information to distinguish the real password from the list of k sweetwords. Thus, HoneyGen will have 

to incorporate generation techniques to avoid the risk of producing honeywords that can be easily 

excluded from potential attackers. In addition, one promising future direction is to remove the 

honeychecker component used to validate logins, which was a strong assumption in the first place. This 

will make HoneyGen more secure as the only entity aware of the real password will be the user who 

entered it in the first place. 

3.6 VTPin 

VTPin [VTPin] is a representative hardening technique in the form of a utility library that can be pre-

loaded to a C++ binary in order to protect it from memory corruption carried out through hijacking of 

VTable pointers using use-after-free vulnerabilities. In particular, VTPin protects against VTable 

hijacking, via use-after-free vulnerabilities, in large C++ binaries that cannot be re-compiled or re-

written. The main idea behind VTPin is to pin all the freed VTable pointers on a safe VTable under 

VTPin’s control. Specifically, for every object deallocation, VTPin deallocates all space allocated but 

preserves and updates the VTable pointer with the address of the safe VTable. Hence, any dereferenced 

dangling pointer can only invoke a method provided by VTPin’s safe object. Subsequently, all virtual-

method calls due to dangling pointers are not simply neutralized, but they can be logged, tracked, and 

patched. 
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3.6.1 Overview 

Temporal safety violations are extremely effective when (ab)used for compromising large C++ 

programs. Virtual objects contain at least one pointer towards a Virtual Table (VTable), which further 

contains pointers to the implementation of the methods associated with the respective object(s). An 

attacker can hijack the VTable by forcing the vulnerable program to carefully allocate memory with 

attacker-controlled data; assuming there are still dangling pointers that now point to the hijacked 

VTable, the control flow of the program can be redirected according to the needs of the attacker. Notice 

that VTable hijacking, through use-after-free, can be combined with other attack vectors for delivering 

the end-to-end exploit.  

VTPin [VTPin] protects software against VTable hijacking in the least intrusive way. VTPin works 

directly with C++ binaries that provide Run-time Type Information (RTTI), does not rely on complex 

binary analysis or rewriting (often hindering practical deployment), and does not interfere with the 

strategies and policies imposed by the allocator of the protected program. VTPin pins all freed VTable 

pointers on a safe VTable by instrumenting every free call of a running program. For every free, VTPin 

quickly identifies if it is associated with a virtual object; in case it is, VTPin handles the deallocation 

accordingly. Otherwise, the deallocation is forwarded to the program’s allocator. VTPin deallocates all 

space allocated by the object but preserves its VTable pointers. Additionally, the value of the contained 

VTable pointer(s) is replaced with the address of a special VTable that VTPin controls. Any dangling 

pointer, if triggered, can only invoke a method provided by the corresponding safe object. Subsequently, 

all virtual-method calls due to dangling pointers are not simply prevented but can also be logged, 

tracked, and patched. 

3.6.2 Demonstration Example 

Figure 45 shows an example of VTPin’s operation. As shown, VTPin involves 3 steps. First, we have 

the VTable pointed by the pointer. Afterwards, when the VTable pointer is freed, thus, becoming a 

dangling pointer (step 2), VTPin reallocates the pointer to a safe VTable which is controlled by the 

VTPin. As a result, these dangling pointers cannot be further exploited by potential attackers via use-

after-free vulnerabilities. 

 

Figure 45: Example operation of VTPin. 

Operators in the context of smart cities typically monitor the city from a secure location. In this location, 

they directly connected to the city sensors to monitor data using browsers and dashboards. In this 

context, we test our prototype with the C++ benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2006 suite. We evaluated 

the effectiveness of VTPin by employing the same three (publicly available) exploits used by the authors 

of VTrust [vtrust]. All three exploits target Firefox and rely on use-after-free vulnerabilities and VTable 
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hijacking. The tests were performed on an Ubuntu Linux v14.04 (64-bit) virtual machine, with the latest 

version of Metasploit framework running on the host machine. Each corresponding Firefox version was 

compiled with GNU Compiler Collection (GCC), and the ’ac_add_options --enable-cpp-rtti’ flag was 

added to the default configuration. The original exploits target Windows XP/SP3, so we had to port 

them to Linux; they match the following CVEs: CVE-2013-1690 (Firefox v17.0), CVE-2011-0065 

(Firefox v3.5) and CVE-2013-0753 (Firefox v17.0.1). All exploits successfully triggered the respective 

vulnerabilities, which we cross-checked by inspecting their stack traces, and they were all thwarted by 

VTPin. In addition, our results on Firefox and Chromium suggest that VTPin can secure real-world 

software with negligible (less than 5%) overhead. 

3.6.3 Research challenges addressed 

VTPin tool protects against VTable pointers’ hijacking via use-after-free vulnerabilities. VTPin does so 

by pinning all the freed VTable pointers on a safe VTable under VTPin’s control. Thus, these pointers 

can only invoke an object under VTPin’s control. VTPin addresses Challenge 4 (securing unsafe and 

legacy software) described in Deliverable 3.9. 

3.6.4 Further Work 

In the context of VTpin we would like to perform more research in the field to improve the capabilities 

of our solution. This can be accomplished by searching for new exploits of the C++ library that can lead 

to software bugs. Following this, we will be capable to re-evaluate our implementation and improving 

the VTPin integration. 

3.7 Modssl-hmac 

To address the major threat of password leaks, services have started to employ password hardening 

techniques. Two major families of such hardening techniques exist today. The first one is to use, on 

purpose, slow cryptographic hash functions, i.e., bcrypt These cryptographic hash functions are designed 

to adapt toto hardware evolution. For instance, bcrypt uses a significant amount of CPU cycles, while 

scrypt uses a significant amount of memory for computing a cryptographic digest. This slowdown is 

designed to slow down the attackers that aim to crack the cryptographic digests off-line. Unfortunately, 

no matter the slowdown, if the password is weak, it can still be guessed.  

The second family of password-hardening techniques is based on using a cryptographic service 

constructed entirely for the purpose of computing hardened passwords. Hardening here involves several 

rounds of cryptographic hashing and Message Authentication Codes (MAC). With such a service in 

place, verifying a password means involving the service. This essentially transforms off-line password 

cracking to on-line. 

3.7.1 Overview 

Modssl-hmac [modssl-hmac] is a password-hardening service that can be deployed immediately by any 

web application serving content over TLS. modssl-hmac does not use cryptographic hashing for storing 

passwords, but rather an HMAC, which involves using the TLS private key of the web server. modssl-
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hmac does not expose any sensitive key to the web application. Instead, modssl-hmac leverages existing 

cryptographic elements already installed on the web server. modssl-hmac is a modified mod_ssl, the 

standard Apache module for TLS, which, in addition to offering TLS encryption, supports HMACs of 

messages with the TLS private key of the web server. Although modssl-hmac does not prevent password 

leaks, the cracking of passwords, once they are leaked, is only possible if the TLS private key of the 

web server is also leaked. In this case, we consider that the threat model of password leaks is not as 

relevant, since an attacker that has access to the TLS private key can launch far stronger attacks, such 

as impersonating the web server. 

3.7.2 Demonstration Example 

Using the same example as in HoneyGen, modssl-hmac offers a high level of security against password 

cracking without using any external password-hardening. However, without being vulnerable to weak 

passwords. Even the simplest password (i.e., 12345) cannot be cracked offline when modssl-hmac is 

used. In fact, an attacker can start cracking a password database produced using modssl-hmac only if 

the key used to produce the HMACs is also leaked.  

 

Figure 46: Scenario when having modssl-hmac in place. 

Figure 46 shows an example scenario when having modssl-hmac in place. As shown, even if the 

adversary manages to leak a significant amount of passwords (step 1), they soon realize that they cannot 

be broken (step 2). Those passwords are encrypted with the servers’ TLS private key. Thus, for deriving 

those passwords’ plain-text format, the adversary must also leak the TLS private key. However, if the 

adversary has access to such sensitive information, , he/she can launch far stronger attacks, such as 

impersonating the web server. 

Table 1 shows an overhead comparison between modssl-hmac and the default hashing scheme of 

WordPress and Drupal, as well as with several configurations of bcrypt. As shown, modssl-hmac is less 

expensive than Drupal default while being more secure and has a similar overhead compared to bcrypt 

default. modssl-hmac [modssl-hmac] does not just slow down the cracking procedure, as bcrypt does, 

but completely prevents it. Faster bcrypt and WordPress have better performance compared to modssl-

hmac, however, they are dramatically less secure than modssl-hmac. 
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Table 2: Overhead in using modssl-hmac for password hardening in milliseconds 

Therefore, we conclude that the added security offered by modssl-hmac comes with a similar 

performance penalty to the one imposed by state-of-the-art hashing schemes, such as bcrypt, which are 

less secure than modssl-hmac. 

3.7.3 Research challenges addressed 

modssl-hmac [modssl-hmac] offers the means of protecting against password cracking in case of a 

password database breach. It does so by involving the TLS private key of the web server. Thus, the 

cracking of passwords is only possible if the TLS private key of the web server is also leaked. modssl-

hmac addresses mainly Challenge 5 (protecting leaked credentials) described in Deliverable 3.9. 

3.7.4 Further Work 

Content Delivery Network (CDN) is used to accelerate web communication. A web app may be accessed 

using different CDN nodes. These CDN nodes may have different private keys. Therefore, it is 

questionable which private key will be used for computing HMACs. In addition, we will try cracking 

techniques for leaked passwords that are HMAC-ed instead of hashed. 

3.8 Pleak 

Pleak is a web-based tool (pleak.io) that allows to model and analyse business processes specified in 

privacy-enhanced Business Process Model and Notation (PE-BPMN). Pleak can be used in various ways 

to help to design, understand and analyse different processes and their connections. Mainly, it is a good 

way to document the processes that are discussed and compare their properties.  

 

3.8.1 Overview 

Using Pleak always starts with a BPMN model that can either be created in Pleak or imported if it 

already exists. BPMN models can then be analysed using data disclosure analysis (other features are 

available in pleak but this will be the main focus of the project). This analysis gives a summary table 

showing which participant (pool or lane in the model) sees which data object. A participant is the owner 

(marked as O) of the data when it has this data at the beginning of the process. Everything created in the 

process is marked as V (for visible) or  H (for hidden) if that data object is given to the participant, either 

in plain or with some cryptographic data protection applied to it. We can also find out if the data is not 
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leaked directly, but something derived from the data is leaked to the party. This information is shown in 

the extended simple disclosure analysis that adds D and I markers for direct and indirect leakage. 

However, the disclosure table does not go into details regarding data dependencies. This can be explored 

using other analysers in Pleak. For the demo, we extend the data disclosure analysis with BPMN leaks-

when analysis. If the simple disclosure analysis indicates any unforeseen or unwanted leakages then 

leaks-when analysis helps to understand the actual data that is included in this leakage in order to better 

assess the situation. For each input data of the process and output data of the process, it shows if the 

input may affect the output. Sometimes it is clear that there is no effect, and in this case, the output 

shows “never”, in some cases, there is a clear dependency, and the output shows “always” without 

specifying the actual computations. However, in most realistic processes, there are decisions made and 

leakage reducing operations applied to the data that can be formalized either by predicates for the 

leakage or filters reducing the leakage. For these cases, the analysis output shows “if”, indicating 

conditional leakage and showing the conditions it has identified in the process.  

Pleak also contains other tools to further either study the dependencies between the data with “always” 

or “if” dependencies in the leaks-when table. However, these also require more details regarding the 

real process and are therefore not discussed in this demo. 

3.8.2 Demonstration Example 

For this demonstration example, we consider a process where a mobile device is sharing its location 

with some smart city service provider. At its very core, the main functionality is simply sending the 

location data to the service provider. We can model this in Pleak, as shown in Figure 47. However, in 

this process, everyone, i.e., the receiver and the parties in the network, have access to this data. The 

Pleak data disclosure table draws attention to this fact, as shown in Figure 48. There we see that the 

receiving party sees this data (it is Visible), and it is shared over an unprotected message flow. Hence 

while this process delivers the data, it fails to give it any protection. 
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Figure 47: Simple data sending 

 

Figure 48: Disclosure analysis of the simple data sending process 

It is common to protect such exchanges with secure communication techniques, such as using TLS to 

communicate this data. In Pleak we model this by annotating the message flow as a Secure Channel. 

The resulting process can be seen in Figure 49 and the analysis results in Figure 50. The core change 

here is that the analysis indicates that the data is shared over a secure network channel. Hence, it is 

received only by the application server in this simple process. 
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Figure 49: Sending data over a secure network channel 

 

Figure 50: Disclosure analysis of sending data over a secure network channel 

Sobek (Section 3.1) technologies offer additional protection measures where the user can specify if it 

actually wants to send the real data. We can include this in the analysis in Pleak by extending the process 

of the mobile device side to include this decision regarding which data is really sent. An example of this 

process is given in Figure 51. In this process, the user first decides if they are sending real or approximate 

data and based on the choice, the right level of detail of data is written to the network message. The 

disclosure analysis of this process in Figure 52 reflects only part of these privacy implications. We can 

see that the application server sees the location that it sent and we can see that it sees something derived 

from the real-location. However, the idea that some choice or filter has been applied is lost in this 

analysis output.  
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Figure 51:Process with the decision which data to send 

 

Figure 52: Disclosure analysis for the data sending with either real or approximate data 

Hence, in this case, it is reasonable to go deeper with Pleak analysis and use the BPMN leaks-when 

analysis. For BPMN leaks-when analysis, we have to specify the decision points and data processing in 

this process in our pseudocode. For example, the task “Share real data” would simply copy all data from 

the real location to the location that is sent to the application provider. However, the “Share approximate 

data” can be specified as filtering the input real-location, for example, by writing 

location.coordinates = filter_approximate(real-location.coordinates) 

 

After specifying all tasks in the pseudocode, we get the BPMN leaks-when output as shown in Figure 

53. We have made the assumption that the real-location data has three fields: classifier, coordinates and 

user identifier. Out interest is which data is arriving to the application server, therefore we will take a 
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look at the final data object called application-data. At the first glance, it indicates that the user data is 

always leaking to the application server, however, the classifier is never leaked. The user choice is 

hidden behind the “if” in the table. In Pleak tool, hovering over the “if” also reveals the conditions as 

shown in Figure 54 Hence, we can see that indeed, the location is either leaked if the user allows it or 

only some data about the location that passes the approximation is leaked. 

 

Figure 53: BPMN leaks-when analysis output 

It is not necessarily clear yet, which alternative of the data sending is the right approach, however so 

far, we have seen how Pleak can be used to model and analyse the alternative sending processes. In 

practice, the sending probably depends on what the received data is used for and how. In order to analyse 

this more in Pleak, the user should specify the process on the side of the application server and then 

analyse the variations of data sending in combination with the application process to decide which gives 

the security guarantees that are required. 

All the models considered in this demo are also available in Pleak, where it is possible to run all the 

analysis. 

• Simple data sending - https://Pleak.io/app/#/view/LTnt4IWSGljR2hoxhivV 

• Protected data sending - https://pleak.io/app/#/view/N1Zg6q5tw2O53wQNJY2O 

• Process with decision and BPMN leaks-when specification - 

https://pleak.io/app/#/view/o1iUNr9hAvdWm1D-NbL_ 

 

Figure 54: If condition in the BPMN leaks-when analysis output 
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3.8.3 Research challenges addressed 

Pleak [pleak] is an analysis tool that can be used for the privacy audit of existing systems and the design 

of new privacy-aware systems. Pleak allows the analyst to model business processes using the BPMN 

and add various details to specify the system. For example, it is possible to add information about 

privacy-enhancing technologies or specify the data processing using SQL or our pseudocode. Pleak then 

analyzes the data flows based on the analyst’s preferences and needs. The results are helpful in studying 

the privacy properties of the system, using the analysers for cryptographic privacy, data dependencies 

and differential privacy. As such, Pleak is a tool that ensures the privacy-by-design of a system. 

Pleak addresses Challenge 2 (assessing privacy properties of complex systems) described in D3.9. 

3.8.4 Further Work 

Pleak could be enhanced to study some of these process alternatives automatically or to optimize some 

processes. For example, in many practical scenarios, it is reasonable to always assume secure network 

channels are used. However, it may be that in combination with other security measures, they are not 

strictly necessary. Hence, it would be beneficial if Pleak could propose locations where some privacy 

technology might be beneficial or where it seems to not give additional guarantees.  

In addition, current Pleak analysis assumes you always have the full process. For example, if we want 

to analyse the demo example in conjunction with the actual processing in the application server, then 

we would have to merge all current process models with the application process. In many cases, the 

processes may be somewhat private, at least modelled at the level of detail that enables meaningful 

privacy analysis. Therefore, it would be beneficial if Pleak could consider the security properties of 

several processes blindly.  This will allow each side only see their process and then the final result of 

the process could be combined without revealing the information. 

 

3.9 SYSVER 

The SYSVER (System Verification) tool verifies if the low-level configuration of a large and complex 

networked system is correct with respect to a desired high level security policy, considering all the 

possible sequences of actions that can be performed by users/agents in the system. The target system is 

described in terms of a formal system model that includes the topology of physical and cyber assets, the 

configuration of deployed services, and the possible physical and logical interconnections between all 

these elements. 

The high level security policies are then defined, in a similar formal model, in terms of Role Based 

Access Control model, where Permissions are bound to pairs (of a device and a service)  and assigned 

to Roles, which are then assigned to users/agents. Users/agents are then described by their location 

(physical or logical) and their “knowledge” (i.e., credentials they know). 

Considering this combined model, the tool performs an exhaustive analysis of the system model by 

considering all the possible sequences of operations and their effects that can be performed by the 

users/agents leveraging their initial location and knowledge. This analysis results in an Automaton for 

each user/agent. This structure can be then evaluated to point out what are the possible violations of the 

security policies (i.e., a user can in some way access a service which should be protected, or, conversely, 
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a user is not able to access a service that he/she requires to interact with, to perform his/her duties). The 

Automaton can also partially explain “how” a violation can occur, highlighting the sequences of actions 

leading to the violation (partial automaton). 

The tool can also consider how vulnerabilities in software services could be exploited by a malicious 

agent to gain more power in the system and possibly cause violations of the policies. This is also useful 

in a “what if” analysis, for instance, “what are the cascading effects of a potential new vulnerability on 

some service?”. 

 

3.9.1 Overview 

The main elements of the SYSVER asset and their relations are depicted in the following diagram. 

 

Figure 55: SYSVER architecture 

 

The inputs are: 

• The “System model” (including the communication network and the configuration of its 

elements, the topology of physical areas, the description and configuration of the deployed 

service components, the configuration of the available access control mechanisms and the 

logical and physical connections between devices, services, and the communication network); 

• The “Agents model” (describing the agents operating in the system in terms of their initial 

location and knowledge, such as keys, passwords and so on); 

• The “Vulnerability model” (describing the vulnerabilities that can affect the software used in 

the implementation of various service components of the system); 

• The “Policy Model” (explicitly defining the operations that are allowed for each type of 

user/agent in the system). 
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These inputs are fed to the tool through a REST API accessible remotely by command line interfaces or 

via a web-based interface and are stored in a database. A “prolog reasoning engine” then uses these data 

in combination with a set of inference rules to build the complete Automaton for each considered agent 

by means of exhaustive state exploration. The automaton is defined by states that represent the states of 

the agent (his physical location and acquired knowledge) and the transitions which represent how the 

agent was able to change its state, for instance: moving between physical areas or interacting with some 

services (specifying the type of interaction and the used and/or acquired knowledge). 

 

Figure 56: Example of an Automaton 

 

This Automaton contains all the information needed to compare the possible actions that the agent can 

perform with respect to the security policies defined in the inputs. This check is performed by the 

“comparator” module in the tool, by recollecting all the actions identified in the Automaton transitions 

and comparing this set with the expanded set of permissions assigned to the agent role by the security 

policy. The result of this comparison highlights possible anomalies. In particular, two types of violations 

can happen: 

• the agent is able to perform an action that was forbidden by the policies, or 

• the agent was not able to perform a required action (allowed by the policies). 

Each violation can be further investigated. For instance, if a forbidden action has been triggered by the 

agent, it is possible to extract the behaviour and reconstruct the pattern. This kind of sub-automaton 

allows focusing on the specific reasons that allowed that specific violation to happen. The system 

administrator can than proceed, step-by-step, to solve the violations by changing some configuration in 

the system or by updating the policies.  
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3.9.2 Demonstration Example 

In this SYSVER demonstration we consider the extended scenario described in “Policy based security 

management” section and we perform the analysis of the system. It is worth noting that the “Network 

configuration” model (part of the “System model”), which details the configuration of the 

communication network and its elements, is provided, as shown in the Figure 57, as a result of the 

VEREFOO demonstration. 

 

Figure 57: workflow of the demo, with SYSVER related inputs and outputs 

In this demo, the focus is on the verification of the configuration of the high-level services provided by 

the city (“Smart City Platform” SCP, “Public Transit” PT,  “Traffic Flow” TF, “Traffic Light” TL), 

services provided by third parties (“Smart Multi-modal Mobility” SMM, “bike-sharing” BS, “car-

sharing” CS, “e-scooters sharing” ES) and the possible interactions within themselves and the different 

users in the smart-city. From the general description of the example provided in the “Policy based 

security management” we define the high-level Access control policies: 

• guests can use "general access" operations on high level services (SCP, SMM, BS, ES, CS), 

• registered users can also use "private access" operations on the SMM, BS, ES, CS services, 

• supervisors, instead, can use "private access" operations on SCP, PT, TF, TL. 

The model for the service interaction and the level of abstraction used are of particular importance. For 

instance, in this example, a user cannot have direct access to the TF functionalities, but he can pass 

through the SCP platform, provided that he has the correct credentials. This kind of service-to-service 

interaction is described in the model by means of “tokens”. As an example, a supervisor user performs 

the “access” operation on a infopoint PC and gains the “infopoint:superuser” token (using the correct 

password). This token allows him to access the SCP platform gaining the “SCP:supervisor” token. In 

turn, this token is accepted by the TF service, and the user (through the SCP service) can access the 

“general_data” operation provided by the TF service. 

This level of abstraction allows one to focus on the high level interactions between the service 

components, independently of the low level implementation details of the service software. 
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Given the description of the services and their possible interactions, we add the description of the users. 

In this case, we have three users who represent the possible types of users in this scenario: guest, 

registered user, supervisor. A “guest” is a simple user willing to access the city services. A “registered 

user”, instead, has gained some kind of recognized identity (i.e., application account) which unlocks 

further functionalities (i.e., buying a ticket for a bus). Finally, a “supervisor” is a special user with more 

responsibilities and permissions over city services maintenance. Each different user is provided with the 

required initial password/tokens. 

Combining these models with the physical topology (of physical areas and communication network), it 

is possible to perform the analysis. The SYSVER tool provides a high level summarized report in the 

form of the following Figure 58. 

 

Figure 58: High-level summary of the SYSVER analysis 

In this table each (agent,object,operation) tuple which is possible in the real system (“Impl.” column) is 

checked against what is allowed by the security policies (“Policy” column). If a violation is identified, 

the related row is highlighted in red. 

Two types of violations are reported here. The first one shows that a “guest” user is able to access the 

“general_access” operation on the “TL” object, which is forbidden by the policy. To understand how 

this is possible, we can look at the guest Automaton, shown in the following Figure 59. 
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Figure 59: Automaton for the “guest” agent 

The complete automaton is difficult to read as it contains the complete sequences of possible user 

actions. Instead, we can extract the specific paths that lead to the violation (Figure 60). This step allows 

us to understand the cause of the problem. 

 

Figure 60: Explanation of a policy violation 

Here we see that the guest user is, as expected, able to access the “info point 2” node gaining the 

“info2:guest” token. However, there is a mistake in the SCP configuration as the “access” service 

provides the “SCP:registered” token if the user has the “info2:guest” one. This is not a problem per-se 

on the SCP node, but it allows the user to reach the TL node, gaining the “TL:guest” token and finally 

accessing the “general_data” operation. 

Furthermore, the SYSVER asset is able to consider possible vulnerabilities in the software of the nodes 

and the services. As an example, we included a few vulnerabilities in our input models, affecting the PC 

in the infopoints. This leads to a different set of violations, as shown in the following Figure 61. 
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Figure 61: High-level analysis report in case of vulnerabilities. 

Here we see that the “guest” user is able to reach the “private_access” operation on the TL object. Again, 

the detailed automaton for the guest user allows finding the specific sequence of operations that the 

guest/attacker could perform, as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 62: sequence of actions (including vulnerability exploitation) leading to a policy violation 

In practice, the user normally performs the access operation on the info point node, but then he is able 

to exploit a local vulnerability that provides him administrative access to the node. In particular, he gains 

the tokens on the machine, including the “info:supervisor” one. At this point, he does not need to exploit 

any other vulnerability as he can leverage the normal service configuration, gaining access to SCP and 

TF services as supervisor. 

3.9.3 Research Challenges Addressed 

The SYSVER asset addresses the challenge “Secure Access Control in Heterogeneous Systems” 

(challenge 6 in Deliverable 3.9). In fact, the security of complex and large systems, such as a Smart 

City, where several different kinds of assets (both physical and cyber) coexist and where different agents 

can interact with such assets, is a difficult challenge to address. The SYSVER tool proposes an approach 

based on high-level models of the system and its elements in order to focus on the combined effects of 

agents and service components interactions and verify if the system configuration always satisfies the 

defined security policies. 

3.9.4 Further Work 

As future development of the asset, we see two main directions that we are following: ease the 

integration of the asset in a complex framework, we need to develop modules for the automatic gathering 
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of system information from available data sources (i.e., scanners or documents) in order to automatically 

write the formal models required for the analysis; given the output of the asset in terms of policy 

violations and an explanation of why these violations are possible, it will be useful to have intelligent 

modules able to suggest to the system administrator how to fix or reduce the risks related to these 

violations. 

 

3.10 SEMCO  

SEMCO (System and software Engineering with Multi-COncern) is a methodological tool-support for 

modelling and analysing multi-concerns system and software architecture. In the context of our work, a 

concern is a requirement, a constraint or an objective a stakeholder has for that architecture. SEMCO 

consists of a methodology for the creation of a design and analysis framework for handling the 

composition and integration of architecture and security that semi-automatically supports the analysis 

of architecture and its security. The approach associates Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) and formal 

techniques to design a set of modelling languages for specifying and analysing architecture and property 

models, which allows the reuse of capitalized security-related know-how. The results are provided as a 

set of complementary artifacts : (a) modelling  and formal languages for the specification of models 

(system architectures and concerns); (b) a process of development of reusable (formal) model libraries 

for the specification and verification of security by a security expert; and (c) a process of secure 

architectural design and analysis by an architect reusing the model libraries. 

In the context of our experiment, the security requirements are specified in terms of attacker capabilities 

to, i.e., gain access to protected data from a message observation (i.e., negative statements). Microsoft, 

for example, uses a threat taxonomy from the attacker’s perspective called STRIDE. It classifies threats 

into six categories: Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, and 

Elevation of Privilege. The target system architecture model is described using a component-port-

connector fashion and message passing communication. Therefore, to define the security architecture of 

the system, we need an analysis of the possible threats; security policies can then be introduced to stop 

or mitigate them.  

As part of our research activities, we propose to use formal methods for the precise specification and 

analysis of security architecture threats as properties of a modelled system. Starting from an informal 

description of a threat (i.e., from standards and classifications such as a STRIDE). In the context of 

component-based software architecture developed, a logical specification of these properties is proposed 

using an abstract computing model (i.e., a technology-independent specification language such as first-

order logic, modal logic). It is followed by a more concrete specification of the system computing model 

and the properties (i.e., a suitable language with automated tool support such as Alloy8) . Finally, a set 

of security policies are elicited as properties of a modelled system to constrain the operation of the 

system and to protect against the corresponding threats. 

3.10.1 Overview      

The goals of the proposed approach are to: (1) formalize the security requirement of the system, 

determined through threat modelling and risk analysis, as desired properties of the system architecture, 

(2) verify the desired properties, and (3) introduce new security policies to treat any identified security 

violations in order to improve the system design. Below, we outline the overall development process 

 
8 http://alloytools.org/ 
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depicted in the following figure through a representative example of spoofing threat in the context of 

component-port-connector architecture and message passing communication. 

 

 

 

Figure 63:Methodology for the creation of a design and analysis framework 

Conceptual Modelling 

We begin by developing a component-port-connector metamodel as high-level concepts of the software 

architecture. We provide a structural model by describing the structural concepts of the metamodel to 

ensure that software architectures are well-formed. We also provide a logical specification of software 

architecture defining semantics to capture both legitimate and illegitimate message providers and 

consumers in the context of component-port-connector distributed systems. Within this technology-

independent setting, we specify classes of threats based on the STRIDE threat classification so that they 

can be formalized to verify desirable properties of the components, ports, and connectors that will be 

used to elicit a set of security policies for the development of secure software architectures for distributed 

systems. In addition, we develop a property view of the metamodel to describe security threats and 

requirements in the form of categories to build property model libraries for reuse. A PropertyCategory 

is a classification for properties. For instance, Spoofing and Tampering are defined as categories within 

the STRIDE library. With regard to the example, a spoofing threat can be identified by verifying whether 

the system ensures that all of the senders of a message are authentic, i.e., the sender of a message is 

always the originator of the message. Let C be a set of components and M be a set of messages. For c1, 

c2 ∈ C, we denote this representative property as SenderSpoofing(c 1 , c 2 ) which is specified : for all 

messages m ∈ M as: EC (get_src(c2 , m, c1 )) ⇒ sent by(m, c1 ). Here, EC (get_src(c2 , m, c 1 )) is a 

predicate indicating that component c2 is able to get the declared source c1 ∈ C from message m ∈ M 
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and sent_by(m, c 1 ) is a predicate indicating that at some past point in time, component c1 ∈ C sent 

message m ∈ M. 

Development 

After constructing the property meta-model and defining the security threat semantics upon the 

communication model (message passing connector), we developed (1) a DSL to model properties and 

(2) a formal modelling environment as an interpretation of the meta-model and the logical specification 

of the STRIDE security threats. Moreover, we provided a set of formal model libraries for reuse to 

specify the security threats and policies. By doing so, we obtain a formal specification of some 

representative security threats for each STRIDE threat category. This gives us a set of reusable threat 

libraries (properties) capable of identifying security threats in a concrete software architecture model 

and for developing specifications of security solutions (policies) to mitigate these threats. The result is 

a set of abstract formal security solution modules that can be easily reused. This formalization step is 

required to leverage available tool support used in software and system modelling to enable 

straightforward instantiation and model checking capabilities to support the elicitation of an appropriate 

set of security policies to treat any detected threats. The Alloy specification of the SenderSpoofing threat, 

as shown in the following Figure 64,  is defined in accordance with the logical specification. The 

SenderSpoofing threat is considered within the connector and can be identified by checking whether the 

communication system provided by the connector ensures that all messages transmitted through the 

connector have authentic senders.  

 

Figure 64: Detection of spoofing 

The Alloy Analyzer detects a SenderSpoofing threat by finding a counterexample, as shown in the 

Figure 65. We proceed by defining a security policy as a predicate to protect against the Sender Spoofing 

threat. The idea is to ensure that no component can send a message by pretending to be some other 

component. 
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Figure 65: Spoofing counterexample provided by the Alloy Analyzer 

 

Tool support 

We have implemented an based prototype connected to a tooled formal language (Alloy) to support the 

proposed approach.  An example of this tool suite is constructed using EMFT, Xtext, and Xtend and is 

currently provided in the form of Eclipse plug-ins. The architecture of the tool, as shown in the following 

figure, is composed of two main blocks: (1) Modelling framework block and (2) Application 

development block. Each block is composed of a set of modules to support the corresponding set of 

activities.  
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Figure 66:Tool support architecture and artifacts of the approach     

Modelling framework block 

The first block is dedicated to supporting four activities. Activity A1.1 is responsible for creating the 

DSL metamodel to specify software architecture models in a component-port-connector fashion and 

message passing communication. The resulting metamodel is used to formally define (in Alloy) the 

static and behavioural semantics. We will name this definition the formal metamodel (A1.2). 

Furthermore, reusable threat model libraries and security policies model libraries are also defined as 

Alloy models (A1.3). We will name this definition the formal model libraries. The last activity (A1.4) 

is the definition of a set of DSL model libraries from the Alloy specification of threats and policies, 

using the property view of the DSL metamodel. Each threat property is associated with a set of security 

policies to mitigate it during A1.3. As an example, we use spoofing as an instance of PropertyCategory, 

senderSpoofing as an instance of the ConnectorProperty within the StrideThreat library and spoofProof 

as an instance of the ConnectorProperty within the SecurityPolicy library. Finally, we set up that the 

spoofProof policy mitigates the senderSpoofing threat.  
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Figure 67:DSL model 

Application development block 

The second block is dedicated to supporting eight activities. Activity A2.1 allows the designer to model 

a software architecture (DSL model) conforming to the DSL metamodel, where A2.2 allows to integrate 

the threats, specification reusing the already developed threat model libraries (A1.4).  Then, A2.3 is the 

generation of a formal model (in Alloy) from a DSL model through a transformation engine. The Alloy 

Analyzer is then invoked, with several iterations, to detect the targeted threat (A2.4) and the report on 

the detected threats may be generated as an HTML document (A2.5). The report is then analysed (A2.6) 

and A2.7 allows the designer to add the corresponding security policies to the DSL model reusing the 

DSL model libraries and the mitigation relationship between properties (A1.4). The resulting DSL 

model is then transformed to a formal Alloy model (A2.3), where the formal definition of the 

corresponding security policies are automatically added in the produced Alloy software architecture 

model from their DSL definitions. At the end of mitigation (i.e., when no counterexample was found 

when the Alloy Analyzer is invoked), the security policies report is generated as an HTML document 

(A2.8).  

3.10.2 Demonstration Example 

For the demonstration, we consider the smart cities scenario from the architecture perspective.  The 

SEMCO features used in the context of the CyberSec4Europe project uses MDE techniques and Alloy 

formal method to handle the issues described above.  We used the SEMCO methodological tool support 
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at the design stage of the process of developing secure architecture to describe a functional architecture 

augmented with a set of security requirements (policies) as a result of a threat analysis.    

A smart city can be seen as a distributed data lake of information where multiple devices collect and 

store data ready to be queried by external parties. In the context of our study, we consider the following 

type of requirements: (1) underlying communication infrastructure should support monitoring and data 

transfer; (2) the system should provide efficient means of data storage and retrieval; (3) the system 

should make the appropriate data available for the relevant applications. High-level architecture for 

smart cities is visualized in the Figure 68. For instance, information is collected from devices (Sensor 

components) acting as sensors and/or third-party systems through dataCollector components. The data 

lake is managed through DataMgt and DataStore components, where information is transformed to data 

according to the targeted applications. The resulting data are then provided for consumption directly by 

application and/or service providers.  

 

Figure 68:Smart-cities software system architecture 

Below, we describe a set of selected cases of the smart cities system, presented as a set of functional 

requirements. 

1. Function Requirement 1: Collecting data: (1) Sensor / third-party sends data to the dataCollector. 

2. Function Requirement 2. Exchange collected data : (1) dataCollector sends data to the dataMgt 

system; (2) dataMgt processes and stores data, sending it to the dataStore.  

3. Function Requirement 3. Providing data : (1) App /ServiceProvider sends commands to read data 

from dataMgt; (2) dataMgt processes and stores data sending it to the dataStore; (3) dataMgt sends 

requested data to App / ServiceProvider 

4. Function Requirement 4. App sends commands to read data from serviceProvider; (2) ServiceProvider 

sends requested data to App.      

 

In this study, we focus only on the protection of the collected data asset. This asset faces the following 

threats:  

• Security Requirement(SR)1, SR2, SR3, SR4. Information disclosure, Elevation of Privilege, 

Spoofing, Tampering: comparable to a classic information system and its security requirements 

• SR5. Need to separate legitimate claims from false claims made by system components 

• SR6. Loss of data during the communication hinders proper operation. 
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Figure 69:Smart-cities software system architecture with security requirements and controls 

 

Sec 

REQ Description 

Security control Threat 

SR1 

Keep 

sensitive 

information 

secure and 

accessible 

only to 

authorized 

users 

Ensure no sensitive 

data is transmitted in 

the clear, internally or 

externally 

Information 

disclosure 

SR2 Ensure that there are 

authorization 

mechanisms in place 

Elevation of 

Privilege 

SR3 Ensure all internal 

and external 

connections go 

through an 

appropriate and 

adequate from of 

authentication 

Spoofing 

SR4 
Ensure the integrity of 

sensitive data 
Tampering 

SR5 

Keeps an audit trail of all actions Repudiation 
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SR6 
Ensure all internal and external 

connections cannot be overflowed 

Denial of 

Service 

Table 3: Identification of security requirements of the smart-cities software system architecture 

The goal of the demonstration is to illustrate a methodological tool support to incorporate security in 

model-based software system engineering through the identification and treatment of security threats 

during the design phase. In the context of our experiment, we use component-port-connector and 

message passing communication to specify software architectures of distributed systems,  the security 

requirements are specified in terms of threats using the STRIDE classification, the security architecture 

of the system is then evaluated accordingly,  security policies can then be introduced to stop or mitigate 

them. After setting up the design and analysis tool-support framework, including the conceptual and 

development phases providing a set of modelling and formal languages, and (formal) model libraries 

for reuse,  

• We start by defining the component types, ports and connectors using the DSL software 

architecture model. 

 

Figure 70: A smart-cities architecture  using our DSL Model 

• Then, we specify the potential threats on the architecture model by reusing the STRIDE model 

library. For instance, SR1, SR3, SR4, SR6 on the connector linking the dataCollector 

components to the dataMgt components and SR2, SR5 on the dataMgt component.  
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Figure 71:Threat detection on consumption data asset 

• The next step is to generate the corresponding Alloy architecture model integrating the specified 

threats automatically using the already defined formal model libraries.  

• The architect proceeds by invoking the Alloy analyzer to find issues, generate counter-examples 

and threat analysis report.  
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Figure 72: Threat report (detection of threats in the smart-cities software architecture) 

• Then, the architect revisits the DSL model, incorporating a set of previously developed DSL 

security policy libraries with the help of the generated threat report that suggests adequate 

security policies associated with the identified threats (i.e., spoofProof) in order to mitigate 

them.  

 

Figure 73: Specification of a policy of the smart-cities architecture for mitigating threats 
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• The resulting DSL model is then transformed to a formal Alloy model, where the formal 

definition of the corresponding security policies are automatically added in the produced Alloy 

software architecture model from their DSL definitions.  

• The Alloy Analyzer is then invoked, with several iterations, to detect the targeted threat. At the 

end of mitigation (i.e., when no counterexample was found when the Alloy Analyzer is 

invoked), the security policies report is generated as an HTML document, as visualized in Figure 

75.  

 

Figure 74: Security policy report (policies applied to mitigate the detected threats in smart-cities software architecture) 

3.10.3 Research Challenges Addressed 

SEMCO addresses Challenge 7: Manageable and Understandable Security Engineering, as it was 

identified in deliverable D3.9. We proposed an approach to threat specification, detection, and treatment 

in component-based software architecture models and message passing communication, via reusable 

security threats and policies formal model libraries. First, we presented a process of development of 

reusable formal model libraries for the specification and verification of security threats by a security 

expert. Second, we presented a process of secure architectural design by an architect based on the 

libraries previously specified to specify and design secure software architectures. Our solution is based 

on formal techniques for the purposes of precise specification and verification of security aspects as 

properties of a modelled system. Furthermore, we show an MDE-based prototype connected to a tooled 

formal language to support the proposed approach. An example of this tool suite is constructed using 

EMFT, Xtext, and Xtend and is currently provided in the form of Eclipse plug-ins that are accompanied 
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by the Alloy Analyser. The combined formal modelling and MDE to specify security concerns and 

develop their targeted system security policies allows the development of accurate analysis for 

evaluation and/or certification. We believe that the result of this part is of practical interest. Basically, 

our framework and the resulting tool support, aid to illuminate the key reasons to use MDE and formal 

techniques for the design and analysis of software architectures and security in unison.  

3.10.4 Further Work 

As stated in Deliverable D3.9 (Section Challenge 7: Manageable and Understandable Security 

Engineering), one of our next goals is to use this work to improve our Pattern Based System Engineering 

(PBSE) framework considering security and safety requirements within software architectures. We plan 

to transform our PBSE pattern modelling concepts to Alloy specifications to ensure semantic validation. 

We plan to use our security property modelling approach during the specification and classification of 

security patterns, and we intend to add more formality to ensure semantic validation transforming 

existing Pattern Based System Engineering (PBSE) concepts to Alloy and/or other formal tooled 

language specifications. Another objective for the near future is to continue the development of the tool 

support for more automation (i.e., develop the interfaces with the Alloy Analyzer to transfer and to 

highlight the results with the DSL model).  

We would like to enhance the proposed approaches for the integration with other model-based 

approaches, architecture models, security models (i.e., the ENISA threat taxonomy), formal techniques 

(i.e., CTL, NuSMV, Event-B), and software development lifecycle (i.e., Agile, Devops). An important 

next step is to investigate the interplay of concerns in order to better understand how they may be 

impacted by one another. This type of investigation is important because it can help us understand how, 

even if we have protection (i.e., a policy) in place to protect the system against a threat, this protection 

may be ineffective if an adversary is able to pivot to bypass other protections that are in place.  

In our work, we have focused on designing secure software architectures through security design and 

analysis. However, once a software system is implemented and deployed, risks need to be managed. 

These risks should be linked to an organization’s strategy. Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) 

refers to an organization’s strategy for managing the broad issues of corporate governance, enterprise 

risk management (ERM) and corporate compliance with regards to regulations. For instance, Identity 

and Access Management (IAM) is a kind of governance about managing the lifecycle of identities inside 

an organization (from recruitment to departure) and their impact on the information system. 

3.11 VEREFOO 

VEREFOO (VErified REFinement and Optimized Orchestrator) is a framework that provides an 

automatic way to allocate and configure packet filters – the most common and traditional firewall 

technology in a computer network – to satisfy the reachability/isolation requirements specified by the 

administrator. In addition to providing automation of these activities, VEREFOO also provides a formal 

correctness guarantee and optimization of the result, thus overcoming the issues of mistakes or 

suboptimizations that usually affect the manual approach to allocation and configuration of firewalls in 

a network. In a smart city scenario, VEREFOO can be used to automate the configuration of the firewalls 

that are necessary in the smart city network in order to enforce the desired communication policies. 

3.11.1 Overview 

The architecture of VEREFOO is illustrated in the following figure 76. 
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Figure 75: VEREFOO Architecture 

The network is described by a Service Graph (SG), which is a formalism commonly used for virtualized 

networks. A service graph is composed of nodes representing endpoints of the network, such as 

individual hosts or whole subnetworks, and middleboxes, such as load balancers, NATs, firewalls, etc. 

For nodes that are configurable, such as NATs or firewalls, the SG also includes the configuration 

parameters. The arcs of the graph, instead, represent how the nodes are connected, i.e., how packets can 

be forwarded in the network from one node to another one. 

Figure 77 shows an example of a SG. 

 

Figure 76: An example of a Service Graph (SG) 

For each network graph, reachability and isolation policies can be defined. Each policy rule specifies 

that a certain flow of packets (i.e., HTTP packets from a certain host of the network to another host of 

the network) should (or should not) be allowed. An example of an isolation policy is: 

• (isolation, 10.0.0.1, 40.0.0.2, *, 80, TCP) 
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meaning that the TCP traffic from any port of 10.0.0.1 to port 80 of 40.0.0.2 should be blocked. 

The aim of VEREFOO is to automatically decide where to allocate packet filters in the SG and, for each 

allocated firewall, how to configure the firewall, i.e., what firewall rules have to be installed in it. These 

decisions are taken by VEREFOO automatically, based on the set of policies specified by the network 

administrator and on the SG. 

Internally, VEREFOO leverages formal methods: both the SG and the policies are represented by formal 

models, based on first-order logic. For what concerns the SG, these models include a model for each 

middlebox, which describes how the middlebox behaves, i.e., how it forwards packets. This model is an 

instance of a generic model available in a library of network function models, actualized by the 

configuration parameters specified in the SG. Indeed, the first-order formulas generated by the model 

generator do not represent the original SG, but an extended one, called allocation graph, which also 

includes the possibility to allocate firewalls in each position where a firewall could be allocated. These 

firewalls do not have a fixed configuration yet, but their configurations are left open in the formulas. 

The allocation graph for the previous SG is shown in Figure 78, were the circles labelled “ax” are the 

so-called Allocation Places where a firewall could be placed. 

 

 

Figure 77: The Allocation Graph for the SG in Figure 76 

The tool will determine whether each one of them has to be actually allocated and with which 

configuration. Regarding policies, they are translated into formulas that express the desired reachability 

or isolation properties. All the first-order-logic formulas generated by the tool are used to formulate a 

partial weighted maximum Satisfiability Modulo Theory problem (MaxSMT). This problem is solved 

by the state-of-the-art MaxSMT solver z3. If a solution is found it means that it is possible to allocate 

firewalls in a way that satisfies all the policies, and the tool returns the information about which firewalls 

have to be allocated with which configurations. In this case, the MaxSMT solver provides a formal 

guarantee that all first-order formulas are satisfied, which means that the SG enriched with the allocated 

firewalls, with the computed configurations, is formally guaranteed to satisfy the given security 

requirements. The allocation and configuration computed by VEREFOO is also optimal, i.e., 

VEREFOO minimizes the number of allocated firewalls and the number of rules of each allocated 

firewall. This is achieved by introducing proper soft constraints in the MaxSMT problem, which guides 

the MaxSMT solver to find the optimum solution among all the possible ones. The output configurations 

are expressed in an abstract firewall language, which can be mapped onto the configuration language of 

each real firewall. 
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3.11.2 Demonstration Example 

For the demonstration of VEREFOO we will rely on the scenario that has been introduced in the “Policy 

based security management” section of this document. The scenario will be the same used for the 

demonstration of SYSVER, as the two tools can be combined together in a unified workflow, as already 

explained. However, the roles of the two tools are different. Specifically, the demonstration of 

VEREFOO will focus on the enforcement of the network security policies that express connectivity 

requirements among different components of the smart city network (the highlighted part in the Figure 

79): 

 

 

Figure 78: The VEREFOO role in the policy-based security management demonstration scenario 

In the demonstration, as it can also be noted from this workflow, VEREFOO is fed with two inputs. The 

first input is the Allocation Graph of the smart city network, shown in the Figure 80: 
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Figure 79: The Allocation Graph of the smart city network 

This graph includes the Allocation Places (the white circles) where packet filter instances may be 

installed. The network has a ramified structure, with multiple sub-areas that are interconnected through 

a central router (the black circle), where no firewalling rules can be installed because of a municipality 

restriction. The Allocation Graph representation must also include information about the configuration 

of middleboxes, e.g., for the Network Address Translator (NAT) that is included in the sample smart 

city network, the configuration information includes a list of IP addresses the NAT can use to translate 

IP addresses. 

The second input is a set of network security policies, describing which pairs of end points (totems, info 

points, services, etc.) are allowed or prohibited to communicate. In the demonstration of VEREFOO, 

the following policy set is defined (for the meaning of acronyms see the List of Acronyms and section  

Error! Reference source not found.): 

• all access points can communicate with high level services (SCP and SMM); 

• SCP can communicate with the 3 municipality services (PT, TL, TF); 

• PT, TL, TF can communicate with their respective sensors (PTS, TLS, TFS); 

• SMM can communicate with third-party services (BS,CS,ES); 

• BS,CS,ES can communicate with their sensors (BSS,CSS,ESS); 

• smartphone network can communicate with third-party services (BS,CS,ES); 

• BS,CS,ES services can communicate one with each other; 

• BSS,CSS,ESS sensors can communicate one with each other; 

• all the other pairs of end points cannot communicate one with each other (whitelisting). 

  

These two inputs are represented within a single XML/JSON file, which must be included in the body 

of an HTTP Request sent to VEREFOO to process them. As VEREFOO is a Java-based Spring Boot 

application running on a Tomcat server Figure 81, it can be easily launched through the execution of a 

single command: java -jar target/verifoo-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar 
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Figure 80: The command for launching VEREFOO and its output 

After the XML/JSON object describing the Allocation Graph and the security policies is prepared, it is 

sent to the server in the body of a HTTP Request, having POST as Request Method. This can be done, 

for example, by means of Postman, a user-friendly API Client (any other client can be used, also curl 

from the command line), as shown in the Figure 82. 

 

Figure 81: Sending a command to VEREFOO by means of the Postman client 

After sending this request, the MaxSMT solver takes only a few seconds to find the optimal solution 

that correctly enforces all the security policies. As soon as the solution is found, VEREFOO sends it 

back in an XML/JSON format, depending on user’s request. The obtained XML/ JSON object is similar 

to the input one, but it contains additional information about the allocation scheme and filtering rules of 

the automatically configured firewalls. 

According to the inputs described beforehand, VEREFOO establishes that four firewalls must be 

allocated in the network topology. The Figure 83 shows in which Allocation Places of the input 

Allocation Graph the firewalls are positioned. Besides, for each allocated firewall, the related 
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configuration is reported. Each one of them has “deny” as the default action, compatibly with the 

whitelisting approach requested alongside the specified security policies. 

 

Figure 82: The Allocation Graph of the demo use case with the firewalls automatically allocated by VEREFOO 

 

IPSrc IPDst portSrc portDst tProto action 

40.4.4.2 30.1.1.3 * * * allow 

30.1.1.1 40.4.4.3 * * * allow 

40.4.4.1 30.1.1.2 * * * allow 

30.1.1.3 40.4.4.2 * * * allow 

40.4.4.3 30.1.1.1 * * * allow 

30.1.1.2 40.4.4.1 * * * allow 

20.0.0.0/8 60.6.6.1 * * * allow 

60.6.6.1 20.0.0.0/8 * * * allow 

30.1.0.0/16 30.1.0.0/16 * * * allow 
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80.0.0.0/8 50.5.5.2 * * * allow 

50.5.5.2 80.0.0.0/8 * * * allow 

Table 4: Configuration of firewall F1 

 

IPSrc IPDst portSrc portDst tProto action 

80.1.1.2 50.5.5.1 * * * allow 

50.5.5.3 80.1.1.3 * * * allow 

50.5.5.1 80.1.1.2 * * * allow 

80.1.1.3 50.5.5.3 * * * allow 

20.0.0.0/8 60.6.6.1 * * * allow 

60.6.6.1 * * * * allow 

Table 5: Configuration of firewall F2 

 

 

IPSrc IPDst portSrc portDst tProto action 

60.6.6.2 40.0.0.0/8 * * * allow 

70.0.0.0/8 60.6.6.1 * * * allow 

60.6.6.1 20.0.0.0/8 * * * allow 

50.0.0.0/8 * * * * allow 

40.4.4.0/24 60.6.6.2 * * * allow 
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* 50.5.0.0/16 * * * allow 

20.0.0.0/8 * * * * allow 

60.6.6.1 70.7.7.0/24 * * * allow 

Table 6: Configuration of firewall F3 

 

 

IPSrc IPDst portSrc portDst tProto action 

70.7.7.0/24 40.0.0.0/8 * * * allow 

40.4.0.0/16 70.7.7.0/25 * * * allow 

50.5.0.0/16 80.1.0.0/16 * * * allow 

60.6.0.0/16 * * * * allow 

* 60.6.6.1 * * * allow 

80.1.0.0/16 50.0.0.0/8 * * * allow 

Table 7: Configuration of firewall F4 

For example, the following screenshot shows the part of the JSON response that describes an Allocation 

Place that has an allocated firewall, with a deny default action and a certain number of allow rules. A 

network administrator or an automated orchestrator can use this information to effectively allocate and 

configure the firewall in the computer network. 
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Figure 83: Part of the JSON response that describes an Allocation Place with an allocated firewall 

In the demonstration, the resulting network, so enriched with firewalls, is later used by SYSVER in 

order to create a model of the whole system with services and to verify the high-level security policies. 

If SYSVER finds that the security policies are not satisfied, i.e., in the presence of an attack that exploits 

a vulnerability, it is possible to generate a new set of network security policies in order to resolve the 

issue and then use VEREFOO again to find automatically the new allocation and configuration of 

firewalls that enforces the new policies. The resulting system can then be re-verified by SYSVER, with 

the aim to verify that the issue has been solved. 
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3.11.3 Research Challenges Addressed 

VEREFOO [noms2020][secsoft2020][secsoft2021] addresses Challenge 9: Automated and Verified 

Network Security Configuration in Highly Dynamic Environments, as it was identified in deliverable 

D3.9. Specifically, the challenge is to reach full automation in network security configuration, providing, 

at the same time, high correctness assurance of the automatically computed configuration in dynamic 

network environments. VEREFOO is the first solution ever to address this challenge to this level. It can 

compute both the allocation of packet filter firewalls in the given network topology and the configuration 

of the allocated firewalls in a fully automatic way, and the computation is based on formal models 

providing high correctness assurance. Previous solutions did not address the two aspects (firewall 

allocation and configuration computation) together and either did not reach full automation or were 

missing the formal approach. By addressing the two aspects together via a comprehensive formal model, 

VEREFOO can also find the optimal solution to the problem, which is another added value.  

3.11.4 Further Work 

Currently, VEREFOO can only automatically configure packet filtering firewalls to enforce reachability 

and isolation requirements that can be met by these devices. However, in modern smart cities, other 

kinds of security policies may be necessary. On the one hand, connectivity policies expressing 

requirements on application-level packet fields such as a domain, URL, email fields, etc., are formulated 

when IP addresses and ports of the corresponding services are not known. On the other hand, the 

communications occurring in the city network commonly need confidentiality, integrity and 

authentication as well.  Therefore, we are actively working on updating the VEREFOO approach and 

tool so that it can manage other types of network security functions, such as web-application firewalls 

and VPN gateways. 

Additionally, at the moment, VEREFOO cannot change the configuration of a firewall that is already 

present in the AG, but it can only configure new firewalls to be allocated in the network. Indeed, this 

may be a limitation for smart city environments, where new policies may be defined over time, and a 

security reconfiguration may be often required. To overcome this limitation, we are also planning to 

remodel the MaxSMT formulation with the aim to enable VEREFOO to solve reconfiguration problems. 

3.12 PVS      

The PVS (Protocol Verification Suite) asset consists of several security protocol verification tools that 

allow for formally proving protocol specifications correct. In the smart cities scenario, any internet 

connected device will likely communicate using security protocols, and the PVS asset can here provide 

formal assurances that models of such protocols work as intended. This is crucial since safe 

communication relies on the correctness of security protocols. Such formally proven guarantees may 

also be necessary to achieve high levels of certification. 

3.12.1 Overview      

The PVS asset consists of three fully-automated protocol verification tools, named OFMC9, AIF10, and 

PSPSP11. Each tool has its own advantages and disadvantages, and they are thus useful in different 

circumstances. PSPSP has the unique benefit that the security proofs it provides are machine-verified 

 
9 https://www.imm.dtu.dk/~samo/ofmc-2020.zip 
10 https://www.imm.dtu.dk/~samo/aifom.html 
11 https://www.imm.dtu.dk/~samo/pspsp.html 

https://www.imm.dtu.dk/~samo/ofmc-2020.zip
https://www.imm.dtu.dk/~samo/aifom.html
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with the proof assistant Isabelle/HOL; the security guarantees thus do not rely on the correctness of the 

verification tool nor the underlying theory that the tool implements, only on the correctness of the 

verification core of Isabelle/HOL. This gives the strongest possible guarantee that when the tool says a 

protocol specification is secure, then it is actually also secure. 

To obtain the best possible guarantees we will focus in this section on verifying protocols with the 

PSPSP tool. The PSPSP tool (Figure 85) is built on top of the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant12, and the 

overall user interface is therefore inherited from Isabelle/HOL. The Isabelle IDE (bundled with 

Isabelle/HOL) is a front-end for Isabelle that supports most features known from IDEs for programming 

languages. 

 

Figure 84: Overview of the protocol verification workflow in PSPSP 

The protocol specification language of PSPSP (Figure 86) consists of the following sections: 

● The name of the protocol is declared in the Protocol section. 

● The names of the agents/protocol participants are declared in the Enumerations section, along 

with other constants used in the protocol, if any. 

● The PSPSP protocol model has support for mutable state such as databases that agents can query 

and update. Such databases can be declared in the Sets section. 

● Functions, such as cryptographic operators for encryption (crypt), signing (sign), etc., are 

declared in the Functions section. The Analysis section specifies how terms built from these 

functions can be deconstructed, i.e., to decrypt an encrypted message crypt(k, m) one must 

provide the corresponding private key inv(k) to obtain the plaintext m. 

● The behaviour of the protocol is specified in the Transactions sections. PSPSP uses a 

transaction-based protocol model where a transaction is always atomically executed, and 

consists of a sequence of actions where one action is either a received or sent message, a check 

or database query, or a database update. Security goals are formulated by transactions that check 

 
12 https://isabelle.in.tum.de/ 

https://isabelle.in.tum.de/
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for when an attack has occurred and then performs a special action attack that acts as a signal 

for a goal violation. 

More information about PSPSP can be found in https://orbit.dtu.dk/files/236182881/PSPSP.pdf. 

Figure 85: A snippet of a PSPSP protocol specification showing five of the six sections 

3.12.2 Demonstration Example 

In this section, we show how to use the PVS asset to verify a specification of a security protocol relevant 

to Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices, namely the 5G-AKA protocol. The Authentication and Key 

Agreement (AKA) protocols are used for communication between mobile devices (i.e., network 

subscribers) and mobile network carriers and are consequently relevant for the IoT devices and 

smartphones that communicate wirelessly over cellular networks. For instance, in the smart cities 

scenario, subscribers of cell phone carriers may use apps on their smartphones that transmit sensitive 

data over the carrier’s networks. The data is transmitted first from the users’ devices to nearby cell phone 

antennae and then on to the cellphone carrier. For this data to be transmitted safely, it is crucial that a 

secure channel has been established first, using i.e., the 5G-AKA protocol, and that these protocols 

actually work as intended. 

The 5G-AKA protocol is a recent variant of the AKA protocol that is used for communication over 5G 

networks. Its purpose is to provide a secure channel between devices and carriers, thus fulfilling the 

https://orbit.dtu.dk/files/236182881/PSPSP.pdf
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security guarantees that are expected of the protocol: to mutually authenticate the devices and the 

carriers, and to establish a secret session key between the devices and session networks. 

The participants of the 5G-AKA protocol assume the following roles: 

● user equipment (devices subscribed to the network, i.e., IoT devices, smartphones), 

● serving network (base stations, antennae), and 

● a trusted home network (the subscribers’ carrier).)  

The subscribers and the serving network communicate wirelessly over an insecure channel, whereas the 

communication between the serving network and the home network happens over an authenticated wired 

channel. 

The protocol starts with the serving network (SN) announcing its identity to the user’s equipment (UE), 

so the UE knows which SN it belongs to. In response, the UE sends back an encrypted message that 

contains within it the subscriber’s ID, which, once received by the SN, is forwarded to the home network 

(HN). Afterwards, a challenge-response phase follows. When this phase has finished execution, a secure 

channel has been established, over which safe communication can take place. In PSPSP we model the 

protocol as transactions – some of those from the challenge-response phase are seen in Figure 87. 

Figure 86: A snippet from the PSPSP specification of 5G-AKA. Two transactions (here called action1 and action2) are 

shown. A secure channel is modeled using special function symbols secch and secchcr. 

The 5G-AKA protocol has been extensively analysed, and while there are some privacy and 

authentication-related issues with the protocol that have been discovered, we can still model the protocol 
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in the language supported by PSPSP and prove that this model satisfies some of the goals of the 5G-

AKA protocol. 

The PSPSP specification of the 5G-AKA protocol has been explained earlier. To now verify this model 

we first save it to a file – called AKA_5G.trac in this demonstration – and we then load in Isabelle 

another file – AKA_5G.thy – the contents of which can be seen in Figure 88. This file contains a few 

lines of code that instructs PSPSP to perform the verification that is shown in Figure 87: 

 

Figure 87: PVS simple example 

As can be seen from Figure 88 no errors are produced during the verification and so we can be confident 

that our protocol specification indeed satisfies its goals in PSPSP’s protocol model, and we thus have a 

verified security theorem that we can inspect with the command 

thm ssp.protocol_secure. 
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Figure 88: The PSPSP specification of the 5G-AKA protocol is proven secure. The protocol specification resides in a 

separate file named AKA_5G.trac and it is imported with the trac_import command on line 9. 

3.12.3 Research Challenges Addressed 

The novelty of the newest tool in the PVS asset, PSPSP, is that it is, to our knowledge, the first protocol 

verification tool that achieves both fully automated verification of a large class of stateful protocols (in 

which protocol participants can maintain mutable state spanning multiple sessions) and completely 

formal machine-checked proofs in an LCF-style theorem prover (namely Isabelle/HOL). This last point 

means that the tool provides the highest possible guarantees of correctness, namely that whenever the 

tool claims that a specification of a protocol is secure, then it is actually secure with respect to the tool's 

protocol model and not just the result of a flaw in the tool implementation or the underlying theory. 

PSPSP also includes a simple user-friendly transaction-based protocol specification language that is 

embedded into Isabelle/HOL, and can also leverage existing results such as a compositionality result 
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that helps with decomposing the protocol verification problem into smaller, more manageable 

verification problems. 

PVS addresses Challenge 1 (Assessing Security and Privacy Through the Life Cycle) described in D3.9. 

 

3.12.4 Further Work 

Currently, the PSPSP protocol verification tool is being updated to support a larger class of protocols 

and to improve the verification efficiency. We are investigating what can be done to support protocols 

such as the widely-used Diffie-Hellman key exchange, which relies on certain properties of 

exponentiation of numbers, and that requires a significant extension of the tool’s underlying theory. 

Additionally, we are continuously updating the tool to include support for techniques to reduce the 

verification problem to simpler, smaller ones (i.e., compositionality) and different options for better 

verification efficiency in certain cases. 

3.13 Hermes (a.k.a., Zermia) 

Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) protocols are designed to increase system dependability and security. 

They guarantee liveness and correctness even in the presence of arbitrary faults. However, testing and 

validating BFT systems is not an easy task. As is the case for most concurrent and distributed 

applications, the correctness of these systems is not solely dependent on algorithm and protocol 

correctness. Ensuring the correct behaviour of BFT systems requires exhaustive testing under real-world 

scenarios. An approach is to use fault injection tools that deliberate introduce faults into a target system 

to observe its behaviour. However, existing tools tend to be designed for specific applications and 

systems, thus cannot be used generically. We argue that more advanced and powerful tools and 

frameworks are needed for testing the security and safety of distributed applications in general, and BFT 

systems in particular. Specifically, a fault injection framework that can be integrated into both client and 

server side applications, for testing them exhaustively. 

We present ZERMIA, a modular and extensible fault injection framework, designed for testing and 

validating concurrent and distributed applications. We validate ZERMIA’s principles by conduction a 

series of experiments on a distributed applications and a state-of-the-art BFT library, to show the benefits 

of ZERMIA for testing and validating applications. 

3.13.1 Overview 

Faults can cause systems to stop responding (fail-stop faults) but also lead systems to diverge from its 

specifications and expected behaviour (arbitrary/byzantine faults). A fail-stop faults occur when a 

component stops working by becoming unavailable, e.g., stops sending messages. Arbitrary or byzantine 

faults can compromise the internal state of a system and lead to erroneous behaviour (e.g., by sending 

erroneous results).  

Above all, faulty components can compromise system security, allowing intruders to control the system 

or to orchestrate components into colluding with each other. This is especially true for large scale or 

distributed systems, such as IoT and smart environments, where the number of interacting components 

is considerable. Additionally, the use of off-the-shelf components, that may lack exhaustive testing or 

have been tested under situations/contexts different from the ones their used in. 

While fault tolerance techniques allow systems to remain operative in the presence of faults, by 

preventing malfunctioning components from compromising the whole system, these techniques require 

additional communication steps, as well as additional instances (replicas) to be able to detect and mask 
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faults. This requires additional resources and increases system complexity, while negatively influencing 

performance. Thus, fault testing applications and systems during development must be an important 

aspect of software development process. 

Fault injection tools and frameworks should be used for assessing reliability and security of distributed 

systems, such as IoT and related smart contexts. These tools allow developer and testers to assess and 

validate the behaviour of systems and applications under faulty scenarios, as well as validate the 

effectiveness of fault handling mechanisms in systems that employ such techniques.  

Zermia is a modular fault injector, designed to allow users to inject faults into systems/applications for 

testing purposes. It uses a client/server approach, where a Coordinator acting as a server manages and 

coordinates Agents, that run along with the components of the targeted application. It uses Aspect-

Oriented programming to inject fault into the targeted application, allowing faults to be injected without 

requiring changes or modifications to the applications source code, while also keeping the level of 

complexity and intrusiveness low. 

Zermia lets users design and develop fault schedules, i.e., sequences of faults that are injected into the 

system/application at runtime, for testing components. It also provides component independent 

schedules (including fault free schedules), allowing different faults to be applied to the different 

components during test runs.  

 

Design 

Zermia is designed to allow users define fault schedules, i.e., sequences of faults that are to be injected 

at runtime, for the different components of a system/application, including fault-free schedules, i.e., 

schedule without any faults. Each fault includes when, where, what and how parameters. When defines 

the triggering conditions for the fault. Where defined the location in the code where the fault is to be 

injected, typically a method or function signature. What define the actual fault, i.e., its source code. How 

defines if the fault should execute before, after or instead of its target, where instead prevents the target’s 

execution.  

Additionally, we designed Zermia to deal with applications that have many instances of the same 

component or have a replicated nature. This is typical of State Machine Replication (SMR) and 

Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) systems, where the replicas of the system have the same code based. 

This requires Zermia to be able to differentiate instances at runtime, something that can only be managed 

at runtime.  

To increase flexibility, Zermia is designed to allow faults to have dependencies with each other. For 

example, allowing faults to be triggered only if some other fault has been triggered. We allow these fault 

dependencies to exist within a single schedule, i.e., between faults of the same schedule, or between 

different schedules, i.e., between faults for different schedules.  

 

Architecture 

Zermia is based on a client/server model, as presented in Figure 89. A Coordinator (server) manages 

and coordinates the Agents (clients) that run alongside the application/components, by sharing their 

runtime. The Coordinator is responsible bootstrapping the Agents and distribute the fault schedules 

among them. Additionally, it also responsible for coordinating and managing schedule dependencies, 

i.e., fault dependencies between different schedules, whenever these exist. The Agents, after 

bootstrapping, run alongside the target application/component, managing faults and their respective 

triggering conditions. Sharing the target application runtime allows Agents to have access to the target 
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application’s state, as well as maintain additional information. This contributes to the flexibility of 

Zermia, since faults triggers can include state-based condition as well as state independent conditions, 

such as timing conditions. Additionally, Agents are responsible for synchronizing with the Coordinator 

whenever needed, e.g., for sharing statistics or fault triggering history for managing fault dependencies. 

 

 

Figure 89: Zermia architecture 

Predefined faults in Zermia 

Zermia offers a set of predefines faults as well as the possibility of developers and tester to build custom 

faults. Predefine faults include:  

● Thread delay (TdelayAll) - Delay processing time through the use of sleep cycles. The delay is 

chosen by the user, in milliseconds. The delay happens several times per round based on the 

number of calls invoked to send messages. This means that the overall delay will always be 

based on the delay inputted by the user, multiplied by the number of times a replica tries to send 

a message during each round.  

● Packet dropping (Dropper) - Replicas drop messages to be sent to other replicas based on a 

probability defined beforehand. The user decides between 0 - 100 percentage of that event to 

happen.  

● Empty messages (0Packet) - Faulty replicas send empty messages based on a probability defined 

beforehand. It uses the same range of values as Dropper.  

● Big messages (BigPacket) - Faulty replicas send message with their size increased by an amount 

decided by the user.  

● Random content in messages (RandPacket) - Replicas send messages with the same size of the 

original packet but with random content. Messages are sent based on a probability defined 

beforehand. It uses the same range of values as Dropper.  

● Flood attack (Flood) - Faulty replicas send an abnormal number of messages is sent per call 

which results in a Denial-of-Service type-of attack. The user can pick how many messages are 

sent per call.  

● Flood with empty messages (Flood0Packet) - Faulty replicas send an abnormal number of empty 

messages per send call. The user picks how many extra messages to send per call.  

● Flood with random content (FloodRandPacket) - Faulty replicas send an abnormal number of 

messages with random content, but with the original size of the packet. The user defines how 

many extra messages to be sent.  

● Flood with big messages - Faulty replicas send an abnormal number of messages with the size 

of the message increased by 4. The user picks the number of extra messages to be sent.  
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● Flood with a copied STOP/STOPDATA message (FloodStop) - Faulty replicas send an 

abnormal number of STOP/STOPDATA messages. For this to work, there is a need for a view 

change to happen before the fault is injected, since we copy the message contents. The user 

picks the number of extra messages to be sent.  

● Crash (Crash) - As the name implies, it crashes a replica, given that it becomes unavailable to 

be used.  

● Memory Leak (Leak) - Increases the usage of memory. This is done via an array with huge 

values of bytes. The user can decide how many times a leak happens. Currently each leak cycle 

is about 20 megabytes. If used a lot of times in a single run, it will end up depleting all available 

memory, and through that, it can make either the replica or the runtime goes into a crashed state.  

● CPU loader (Load) - This fault increases the usage of the CPU by using a simple algorithm that 

depletes CPU usage and delays processing through that. The user chooses how many threads to 

be used.  

Most of these faults can be parameterized according to the tester needs. For example, delay faults can 

be parameterized on the amount of time of the delay. 

3.13.2 Demonstration Example 

Zermia is currently implemented in Java, being that the runtime is integrated with the replica using 

aspects (Aspect-Oriented programming). As for the communication between server and runtime, this is 

done with remote procedure calls, specifically gRPC.  

To understand better some details about the implementation of this fault injector, we are going step by 

step across some of the most important aspects of this application. We start with the application booting 

process and the configuration files needed to configure. This should give insights regarding the usage 

of this application in a smart-city infrastructure.  

 

System configurations - Server Side  

In order to boot the server without an issue, one must first configure the system by editing the 

configuration properties file. In this file, all the properties regarding replicas (number of replicas and 

ID), clients (number of clients and ID) and server (server up-time, service port) are included. The priority 

fault system can also be enabled in this file. A second configuration file is also needed to be modified, 

which is related to which message type the faults are going to be injected into for each faulty replica. 

The same applies if the focus is to attack a specific component or the system in general.  

Additionally, the server needs to know every information related to which replicas are faulty, how many 

faults to run and the interval of time to trigger those faults. For instance, Figure 90 shows the 

configuration for 2 faulty replicas (1 and 2). In this example, replica 1 is affected by a fault that delays 

processing for each send call for 100 milliseconds, given that the starting trigger point is at round 5000, 

which the fault is triggered for 10000 rounds. As for replica 2, a similar scenario happens in the first 

interval of time, given that the same fault is run at the same starting round and for the same length. Once 

replica 2 reaches round 20000, a crash fault is applied within the same round, disabling that replica 

afterwards. As seen with replica 2, the starting rounds need to be in ascending order, or else the 

application does not boot it and shows an error.  

 

Figure 90: Example of a configuration of a fault schedule for two different replicas  
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System configurations - Client Side  

As for the runtime agent, one must first configure the system by editing the configuration properties file. 

This file contains the properties needed for the client to open a communication channel (the IP and the 

port that the server is hosting the services at). In addition, it is needed to specify the ending point of the 

test in the number of rounds.  

 

Bootstrap process Server Side  

When there is a successful server boot, configurations are loaded right away, as presented in Figure 91 

given that lists for both clients and replicas are created and filled. Afterwards, based on whether the user 

wants to use the priority fault system or not, the arguments from the command line are used to fill the 

remaining information in the replica’s database. After this initial setup, the gRPC server is started with 

its services in a separated thread.  

 

Figure 91: Zermia booting process 

Bootstrap process Client Side  

Once replicas are bootstrapped, right before they start their main function, an aspect-oriented class is 

invoked, as presented in Figure 92. Initially, in this class, we start by getting some information about 

the replica in question (i.e., their id). Within this aspect class, an agent thread is instantiated and 

associated with the replica’s runtime, given that it remains active as long the replica does not crash or 

ends its functions.  
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Figure 92: Runtime initiation aspect  

 

Execution process - Server Side  

Whenever a server receives an initial request message, the server starts by checking the existence of that 

replica on the database based on the ID provided by the message, which then checks the replica’s status 

(if it is faulty or non-faulty). After this verification, it sends a remote procedure call to the agent 

containing the status (faulty or not) of that replica, the system’s replica group size and the list of the 

faulty replicas in the group. In addition, it also sends the size of their fault schedule, given that this is 

needed for the agent to send fault requests messages.  

 

If the server receives a fault request message from an agent, it initially checks for the existence of that 

replica and its status based on the ID provided by the message. It then proceeds to verify if that replica 

has fault schedules attached to it in the database. In case it has, it proceeds to send the fault schedule in 

one or more messages, given that this is based on the number of different intervals that faults are going 

to be injected at (Figure 93).  

 

Figure 93: Example of one of the gRPC services in the server that sends the fault schedule when receives a fault request from 

an agent  

Once the test ends, the server receives messages with the results of the experiment from each agent, 

given that these messages contain the number of messages sent by replicas and the time elapsed in the 
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test. After gathering these values, it proceeds to calculate the average throughput and latency of each 

replica, as seen in Figure 94.  

 

Figure 94: Test results demonstrated in the server  

 

Execution process - Client Side  

On the agent’s side, after the boot, a call is done to start the runtime instance. That makes the runtime 

agent send an initial request message to the server in order to know about the state of this replica. 

Depending on the server response, the runtime can cease its functions and let the replica do its normal 

job without interfering, but if the opposite happens, the runtime continues to operate. Additionally, the 

server sends the system’s replica group size, the list of faulty replicas and the fault schedule size, which 

is needed for the next operation.  

If the replica status is faulty, the runtime sends one or more fault requests messages based on the size of 

the fault schedule saved on the server. Once it receives the replies orderly, it builds the fault schedule in 

their end and saves it on the agent.  

Anytime a replica wants to send a packet, a second aspect interrupt is called, presented in Figure 95, 

which is placed with aspect oriented function on the specific function. For instance, in BFT-SMaRt, the 

function’s name for when a replica wants to output a message is “send”. In this aspect, if a fault schedule 

is active, it filters to see if the messages types correspond to the ones saved on the agent. If so, it activates 

a flag to activate the injection on the next aspect class. In this aspect, the targets to which messages are 

meant to go to can be changed if the focus is to attack the main component of the network or not. In 

order to know who is the primary, the agent also has another aspect ready to be used when the replica 

checks what is the primary. In the case we want to attack the next primary (during a view change), the 

target is changed automatically to the next one, only if the focus is to attack the new primary.  

 

Figure 95: Aspect used for message filtering 

The next aspect interruption (Figure 96) that happens is regarding the actual function that sends 

messages to other replicas, “sendBytes”. In this aspect, faults are injected according to the fault schedule 

provided by the runtime. During the interruption, the fault manager checks if the injection flag is 

activated from the former aspect and injects faults in accordance to the starting round and the number 

of times they are meant to be triggered. Every time a fault reaches its end of trigger point, the agent 

checks for the next time interval that faults are meant to be injected and waits until the replica reaches 

that point. This operation continues until there are no more faults to be injected, given that when this 
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happens, the state of this replica is updated to correct (i.e., no longer faulty), meaning that the aspect 

will only run very minor functions, such as checking if the test is ended.  

The way that runtime agent knows which round it is at differs from protocol to protocol, in BFT-SMaRt 

the “counter” and the YCSB allow us to know which round we currently are, based on the number 

outputted after a successful consensus. If it was not this easy to know the round number, the runtime 

would have to be changed to work based on the number of operations executed (i.e., messages sent, 

messages received) or even time based (i.e., seconds or milliseconds).  

 

Figure 96: Aspect class used to inject faults 

Every fault (Figure 97) has its own classes separated from the protocol. Once the test ends, the agent 

sends a message containing the results of the experiment to the server, given that the message contains 

the number of messages sent and the elapsed test time. The agent, in this case, does not receive any reply 

since the test is over.  

 

Figure 97: Example of two faults that can be activated based on the fault id that the server sent in the replica’s side Aspect 

All of this faults can be detected in the network components of a smart city,  

3.13.3 Research Challenges Addressed 

In this project, we extended our implementation of Zermia13 to include aspect-oriented programming. 

There is a pending publication introducing the functionalities to the research community. It should allow 

researchers to use Hermes in an aspect-oriented manner. 

Zermia addresses Challenge 4 (Securing Unsafe and Legacy Software) described in D3.9. 

3.13.4 Further Work 

Currently, we are designing a Domain Specific Language for the fault injection framework, thus 

allowing developers to use it in a standalone manner. Also, an SDK like tool will be available for 

allowing Hermes to be integrated with any application. 

 
13 https://github.com/rolandomar/hermes 
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4 Conclusion 

 

In this document we presented proactive approaches for secure software development. It focuses on 

CyberSec4Europe’s enablers, also known as “assets”. We have presented 13 assets to support 

complementary activities in proactive approaches to the lifecycle of software, each one stemming from 

the need to address the challenges identified in D3.9. Each asset is demonstrated in a specific part of a 

common smart-cities scenario to showcase how CyberSec4Europe assets can address a complex system. 

Overall, this deliverable provides a practical demonstration of the approaches and assets identified in 

[D3.9] as necessary building blocks to address security and privacy challenges in the software 

development lifecycle. Moreover, we have provided for each asset a summary of the innovative aspects 

of the research challenges addressed by the asset and an identification of future research challenges and 

opportunities in secure software development. 

This deliverable represents the last deliverable from Task 3.3 Software Development Lifecycle that 

finishes with this deliverable. It is a practical demonstration of the enablers introduced in D3.9 

“Research challenges and requirements for secure software development” [D3.9]. These demonstrations 

can be used as tools for the software development lifecycle. Thus, for the demonstration of each asset, 

this document describes a smart cities scenario. The smart cities scenario uses these assets to improve 

city services and the residents' life experience. In Section 3, each asset has been mapped in the 

demonstrator with some insights for the smart city scenario.  

This document shows how the assets can be integrated into a common scenario. We also map the general 

framework of CyberSec4Europe’s as an introduction to the assets’ catalogue focusing on “Policy-based 

Security Management”, “Security Modelling”, “Risk Analysis/Assessment”, “Certification Security 

Product and Security Enforcement”, and “Smart Security/Privacy-preserving tools”.  

In summary, this document provided a complete overview of CyberSec4Europe’s Work Package 3 Task 

3 - (WP3, T3.3) secure software development technologies and their importance in the context of smart 

cities.  

4.1 Summary of Contributions 

In this subsection, we highlight the main proof-of-concept of the assets with video demonstrations and 

publications aggregated. A playlist is available on the official Youtube page of the project 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSAJ78frZjdUTooAC4t6Wuw. 

Asset Publications/Links 

Sobek 

Estrela, João Vasco Bispo. "Android Security by Introspection." (2019). 

Universidade do Porto 

https://sigarra.up.pt/fcup/pt/pub_geral.pub_view?pi_pub_base_id=378511 

Hermes 

João Soares, R. F. (2021). ZERMIA - A Fault Injector framework for 

testing Byzantine Fault Tolerant protocols. 15th International Conference 

on Network and System Security - NSS 2021. Springer - Lecture Notes in 

Computer Science (LNCS) series.  

https://github.com/rolandomar/hermes 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSAJ78frZjdUTooAC4t6Wuw
https://sigarra.up.pt/fcup/pt/pub_geral.pub_view?pi_pub_base_id=378511
https://github.com/rolandomar/hermes
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RisQFLan 

Maurice H. ter Beek, Axel Legay, Alberto Lluch Lafuente, and Andrea 

Vandin. 2021. Quantitative Security Risk Modeling and Analysis with 

RisQFLan. Comput. Secur. 109, C (Oct 2021). 

DOI:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2021.102381. 

https://github.com/RisQFLan/RisQFLan/wiki 

Pleak 

Dumas, Marlon, et al. "Multi-level privacy analysis of business processes: 

the Pleak toolset." International Journal on Software Tools for Technology 

Transfer (2021): 1-21. 

https://github.com/pleak-tools  

Verefoo 

D. Bringhenti, G. Marchetto, R. Sisto, F. Valenza, J. Yusupov, ”A novel 

approach for security function graph configuration and deployment”, 7th 

IEEE Conference on Network Softwarization (NetSoft), 2021. 

https://github.com/netgroup-polito/verefoo 

PVS 

Hess, Andreas V., et al. "Performing Security Proofs of Stateful 

Protocols." 34th IEEE Computer Security Foundations Symposium (CSF). 

IEEE, 2021. 

https://www.isa-

afp.org/entries/Automated_Stateful_Protocol_Verification.html 

CORAS 

Erdogan, Gencer, et al. "A Systematic Mapping Study on Approaches for 

Al-Supported Security Risk Assessment." 2021 IEEE 45th Annual 

Computers, Software, and Applications Conference (COMPSAC). IEEE, 

2021. 

https://stverdal.github.io/#/ 

BowTiePlus 

Meland, Per Håkon, et al. "A Systematic Mapping Study on Cyber Security 

Indicator Data." Electronics 10.9 (2021): 1092. 

https://github.com/INSA-SINTEF/BowtiePlusPlus/ 

HoneyGen 

Dionysiou, Antreas, Vassilis Vassiliades, and Elias Athanasopoulos. 

"HoneyGen: Generating Honeywords Using Representation 

Learning." Proceedings of the 2021 ACM Asia Conference on Computer 

and Communications Security. 2021. 

https://bitbucket.org/srecgrp/honeygen-generating-honeywords-using-

representation-learning/  

VTPin 

Sarbinowski, Pawel, et al. "VTPin: practical VTable hijacking protection 

for binaries." Proceedings of the 32nd Annual Conference on Computer 

Security Applications. 2016. 

https://github.com/uberspot/VTPin 

https://github.com/RisQFLan/RisQFLan/wiki
https://github.com/pleak-tools
https://github.com/netgroup-polito/verefoo
https://www.isa-afp.org/entries/Automated_Stateful_Protocol_Verification.html
https://www.isa-afp.org/entries/Automated_Stateful_Protocol_Verification.html
https://github.com/INSA-SINTEF/BowtiePlusPlus/
https://bitbucket.org/srecgrp/honeygen-generating-honeywords-using-representation-learning/
https://bitbucket.org/srecgrp/honeygen-generating-honeywords-using-representation-learning/
https://github.com/uberspot/VTPin
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Modssl-hmac 

Diomedous, Constantinos, and Elias Athanasopoulos. "Practical password 

hardening based on TLS." International Conference on Detection of 
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